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Reviewed by Kevin Christensen

Paradigms Crossed
In the sciences the [paradigm] testing situation never
consists, as pu zzle-solving does, simply in the comparison of a single paradi gm with nature . Instead, testing
occurs as part of the competition between two rival
paradi gms for the allegiance of the scientific communit y.1
This hefty volume of essays attacks the historicity of the Book
of Mormon . To justify their claims, the authors cite apparent
anachronisms and historical implausibilities and criticize hi storicist
Lauer-day Saint writers.2 Whereas the usual clergy-backed anti Mormon volume depends on shallow reading and recycled argu ments, this book attempts close readings and new arguments pro vided by cultural insiders. Some of these authors reserve grounds
for belief in the spiritual value of Mormoni sm. but most of the
book reads like a post mortem on an anonymous cadaver- we get
lots of gri sly details, but no life, no light, and no hope. However,
in contrast to the dismal view of the Book of Mormon offered in

Thomas Ku hn, The Structure of Scientifi c Revolutions, 2nd cd.
(Chicago: University of Chicago Prcss. 1970). 145.
2 To be fair. Melodic Moench Charles and Deanne Mathe ny avoid di rec t
comment on the historicity of the Book of Mormon in their cont ri butions, and
at times they givc notice to alternate theories. (Other authors in the volume refer
to Matheny's critique of j ohn Sorenson as though she had disproved the Book of
Mormo n; see. for cxample, Hutc hinson [p. 11 I.) Mark Thomas tries to conclude
hi s essay in lin open-ended manner.
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New Approaches, other perspectives conti nue to affirm that the
subject not only li ves, but prov ides essentiallight and hope.
To shifl to the metaphor used in Alma 32. most of the New
Approaches authors blame the poor harvest on the seed (t hat is,
the Book of Mormon). I propose to look at the nature of the soil
in which these authors plant the seed. the care taken for the seed's
nou rishment, the patience and desires evidenced by the particul ar
approac hes taken, and comparisons with other approaches that
repon a more impressive harvest.
I intend to show that the conc lus ions of these authors depe nd
on hi ghly se lective met hods, narrow perspecti ves, and britt le back·
ground expectat ions. We shall also observe that the rivalry
between prophets and skeptics, as developed in New Approaches,
has a long history. That is, whi le the packaging and specific a ppli ·
cations are relati vely new, the approach is anc ient.
I shou ld briefl y su mmarize New Approaches. It consists of ten
essays wh ich, according to the ed itor's preface, attempt "to
expand appreciatio n3 of Mormon scriptu re through critical ana ly·
sis" (p. x). The first essay in New Approaches, "T he Word of
God Is Enough." by Anthony Hutchinson, begins by saying that
"Members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
shou ld confess in faith that the Book of Mormon is the word of
God but also abandon claims that it is a historical record of the
ancient peoples of the Americas" (p. I). In "Book of Mor mon
Chr istology," Melo(Ji e Moench Charles argues that modern
Mormoni sm docs not fo llow the Book of Mormon's concept of
God . Mark T homas's essay. "A Rhetorica l Approac h to the Book
of Mormon," compares Nephite sacramen tal prayers with ni neteenth-century controversies and concludes that "the eucharistic
prayers themselves are in the for m of a post-Reformati on epiclesis
containing a covenant" (p. 77).
Two essays devote themse lves to criticizing the work of
bel ieving scholars. Dean ne G. Mathe ny's "Does the Shoe Fi t? A
3

Compare the defini ti on of "appreciation" from the World Book Die(C hicago: Doubleday and Company. (981 ). 101, wit h the contents of
New Appro(lches for some insight into the editor's intent: "Appreciatc: I. thc
quali ty or condition of being thankfut for: gratefulness: approval. 2. the fact of
valuing highly: sympathetic understanding. 3. an estimate o f the value or quality
of something. 4. (.)Vorable criticism. 5. :l rise in value."

timUlr},
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Critique of the Limited Tehuanrepec Geograp hy" argues agai nst
the plau sibility of Mesoamerican correlations proposed by
F. Richard Hauck and John L. Sore nson. Edward H. Ashment's
" •A Record in the Language of My Father': Evidence of
Ancient Egyptian and Hebrew in the Book of Mormon" criticizes
the work of severa l Latter-day Saint apologists, and claims that
there is "no direct ev idence to support the historical claims of the
Book of Mormon" (p. 374).
The rest of the essays expressly depict the Book of Mormo n
as nineteenth-century fi ction. The essay "Anti-Universalist Rhetoric in the Book of Mormon," by Dan Vogel, argues that the
application of rhetorical criticism, while it did not have " the primary goal" (p. 47) of invest igating the historicity of the Book o f
Mormon, nevertheless raises questions about il. Stan Larson's
essay. "The Historicity of the Matthean Sermon on the Mount in
3 Nephi," concludes that "there is no ev idence to substantiate the
view that the Book of Mormon records a real visit by the resurrected Jesus to the place called Bountiful in the Book of
Mormon" (p . 133). David P. Wright's essay, "' In Plain Terms
That We May Understand' ; Joseph Smith's Transformation of
Hebrews in Alma 12- 13," claims that Joseph Smith borrowed
themes from Hebrews to create the Me1chizedek material in Alma
13. and suggests that to understand the scriptures. we shou ld adopt
the critical method, which generates crit ical conclusions (p. 213).
John Kunich's "M ultipl y Exceed ingly: Book of Mormon Population Sizes" argues against the historicity of the Book of
Mormon based on hi s reading of the population demog raphics.
Finall y. the editor caps the book with his own contri bution, " The
Priority of Mosiah; A Prelude to Book of Mormon Exegesis,"
which depicts "Smith as the narrative's chief designer" (p. 433).
At times the New Approaches authors' observati ons may be
interesting and provocati ve, and some of their critic isms merit
response and cons ideration. FARMS has already provided formidable replies to each of these essays. in the fo rm of a 566-page
Review. 4 At times, my essay supp lements the previou s FARMS
4

See the entire issue of Review of Books on the Hook of Mormon 6/1

(1994). Stephen Thompson reviewed bOlh New Approaches and the FARMS

response in .. 'Critieal' Book of Mormon Scholarship." Dia/ague 27/4 (Winter
1994): 197-206. Thompson sees New Apprt/aches 3S a "piece of generally sol id
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response, and occasionally draws upon it for illustration s. But even
while addressing specific issues, I am most interested in illuminating the general structure of the ongoing debate about the Book
of Mormon . And because this debate structure is illuminated b y
the Book of Mormon, particularly by Alma 32, I hope to make a
real contributi on to our apprec iation of Latter-day Saini scripture.
My comments are structured not to provide a systemati c
response to each author, but rather to illu strate a pattern by which
believ ing Mormons (parti cularly nonspecialists) can deal conslructi vel y with thi s kind of book. I argue that the paradigm of the
Book of Mormon as a nineteenth-century fi cti on does not provide
a better alternati ve for Mormons.
My response in vol ves three themes:
I . The nature of paradigms and paradigm debate.s
2 . How Ii milS on human perspecti ve-such as temporality,
selectivity, subjecti vity , and context- fun ction to exaggerate the
wei ght of the arguments in these essays.
3. Concludin g thoughts on the enterprise.

scholarship which contri butes to a beller understanding of the nat ure and origi n
of this book of scri pture" (i bid.. 197). He agrees that New Approaches has fl a ws.
points out a few in Hu tc hinson, Charles, and As hment. and concedes that the
Review oj Books U/I Ihe 800k oj Mormon 6/ 1 addresses other na ws, but he provides no illustrations of the FARMS contribu tion. Why not? His major objections to the FAR MS response depend heavily on an a ppeal to secular consensus.
that is. o n the priority of dominant p<lradigms. He provides a few technical criticisms of Sorenson. Gee. Welch. and Tanner. takes ai m at Anderson's pamdigm of
the New Testament. and criticizes Review of Books on Ihe Book oj Mormon 6/1
for tone. The complaints about tone arc iron ic. considering Thompson's blanke t
asscrtion that FARMS autho rs lack freedom.
S My discussion fo llows Thomas Kuhn's The Slrllcmre oj Sciem iJic
Revollllions and Ian Barbour's Myllu, Model.~. alld Paradigms (New York: Harper
and Row. 1974). which e . . amines the discussion generated by Kuhn's book and
applies Kuhn's observations to rel igious e . . perience. Elsewhere I have o bserved
th <l t Alma 32 expresses an epistemology identical to Ku hn' s (Review of Books
01/ Iht' Book of Mormnn 2 [1990] : 215-19). Thi.~ essay treats the subject in
grc;ltcr dctai L
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Section 1
Paradigms and Paradigm Debate
Paradigms differ in more than substance. fo r they are
directed not only to nature but also back upon the science thai produced them. They are the source of the
methods, problem-field. and standards of sol ution
accepted by any mature scientific community at a ny

given time.6
Opponents in the debales about Mormon history and scri pture
typicall y criticize each Olher for having preconceptions and methods that influence their approach to the evidence. 7 But merely to
point out an opponent's assumptions, though it raises issues. neither disproves the opposition's case, nor settles the case for the
defense. The current debate needs discussion of the means by
which we decide why one set of assumptions and methods should
be preferred over another. The assumptions and methods of each
group of scholars derive from their respective paradigms. Thomas
Kuhn 's work describes not only the natu re of paradigms, but the
means by which one sc ienti fic paradigm supplants another.
For Kuhn, sc ientific parad igms are defined by "s tandard
examples of scien tific work that embody a set of conceptual,
methodological and metaphysica l assumpti ons.',g In the sciences,
according to Kuhn, such works as Aristot le's Physica, Newton's
Principia and Opticks, and Frankl in 's Electricity define "the
legit imate problems and methods of a researc h field.'''} They rep~

6

Kuhn. The Structure of Scientific Rel'olutions. 103.
For example. compare Gary Noyak's essay "Naturalistic Assumptions
and the Book of Mormon," IJYU Studies 30/3 (Summer 1990): 23-40, with
Anthony Hutchinson, "The Word of God Is Enough: The Book of Mormon as
Nineteenth Century Scripture," 10. and Edward Ashment." 'A Record in the Lan·
guage of My Father' : Eyidence of Ancient Egyptian and Hebrew in the Book of
Murmon," 374. Or consider the essays in George D. Smith 's Fairhjul Hisrory:
Essays all Writing Mormon History (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1992), or
the le[[ers columns in Dialogue and Suns/one from issue [0 issue, and various
reviews in Review of Baoks all the Book of MormOiI.
S Barbour, Myths, Models. and Paradigm.f, S.
9
Kuhn, The Srrllcwre of Scientific Revolutions. 10.

7
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resent unprecedented achi evements that attract researchers away
from compet ing Iheoretica l fram ework s.
I. Paradi gms unify a sc ien tific community around " 3 gro up licensed way of seeing,"10 a shared set of standards and ru les for
sc ienlific practice. I I
2. Additionally, these paradigms are extensible, mapping the
known in salisfying detail, but "sufficie ntly open-ended to leave
all sorts of problems for the redefined group of practiti oners to
reso lve."12
3. Finally, paradigms provide the background of ex pectation
against which anomaly appears,13
Kuhn notes that the " more precise and far-reaching a paradigm is, the more sensiti ve an indicator it provides of anomaly and
hence an occasion for paradigm change."14 Thus we need to pay
cl ose attention to background expectations, espec iall y Ihose background ex pectations held or altacked as if they were creeds.
For example, consider David Whitmer's background expectations as he objects to the changes in the Book of Commandments:
"As if God had changed his mind after giving hi s word. No,
brethren! God does not change and work in any such manner as
th is."IS
Whitmer clearly outlines the premise that underlies his distress
over the changes, a premise thai is prec ise and far reaching and
therefore high ly sens iti ve to anomaly. BUI al this point, we need to
invoke what I call the "Mot e-Eye" rule (from Matthew 7), and
ask whether Whitmer is, in thi s instance, see ing clearly . How would
Whitmer's premise ex plain the story of Abraham's arrested sacri fice of Isaac? Also, notice the variant wording of the Ten Co mmandmen ts in Exodus 20 compared to the wording in Deuteronomy 5. Then compare these differences in what Whitmer would

10 Ibid .. 189.
11 Kuhn notes that scientific communities withoUl shared paradigms tend
to display chronic debate over fundamentals. ibid., 48.
12 Ibid .. 10.
13 Ibid ., 6S.
14 Ibid .
15 David Whitmcr. An Al/dre$S 10 All B,,/ievers in ChriS! , quoted in Karl
Sandberg. " Modes of Belief: David Whitmer. B. H. Roberts. and Werner Heisen·
berg:' SlInsronc' 12/5 (Septcmber (988): J I.

[50
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regard as "written in stone" wi th the changes in the Doctri ne and
Covenanls, I6

Also, contrast Whit mer's premise with the formula, "Ye have
heard that it hat h been said, .. but I say unto you," used by
Jesus several limes in Matthew 5: 19--48, and Joseph Smith's
re mark: "a man wou ld command hi s son to dig potatoes and saddle his horse. but before he had done eit her he wou ld tell hi m to
do someth in g else. Th is is all considered right; but as soon as the
Lord gives a commandment and revokes that decree and commands something e lse, then the Prophet is considered fa llen."]?
Clearly, Whitmer's rigid premise cannot account fo r these
conspicuous examples of divine and prophetic behavior. If
Whitmer had accepted these particular examples as paradigmatic.
and bu ilt his premises fro m these observations. he could have
arrived at a more tolerant and robust set of background expectatio ns. The Mote-Eye rul e shows that on this poi nt, however attracti ve the premise. however sincere hi s belief. and however logical
his argumen t from that belief, Whitme r was not seeing clearl y.
Joseph Smi th's visions and the Book of Mormon performed a
paradig m-defin ing function as "standard examples" and " un precedented achievements" that attracted a community of be lievers to Mormonism. And in Book of Mormon stud ies, Hugh
Nibley's efforts for the Near Eastern side and Jo hn Sorenson's
efforts fo r the Mesoamerican side have defi ned parad ig ms fo r Ihe
most signi fican t groups of believing researchers today.
Metcalfe. by concentrat ing these efforts in a single volume
and by including allacks o n historicist scholars (such as Nibley,
Sorenson, Welch, Tvedtnes, and others), obviously intends tha i
New Approaches should provide this ki nd of paradigm-defi ni ng
example fo r modern students of the Book of Mormo n. Hence.
one goal of the project is to attract scholars away from the ki nd of

16 Discussed in Robert J. Woodford. "How the Revelations in the Doctrine
and Covenants Were Received and Compiled," EnSign IS (January 1985): 2633, and Melvin J. Peterson, "Prepari ng Early Reveilltions for Publication,"
Ensign 15 (February 1985): 14- 21: also compare Jeremiah 36:28, 32, wherein
after the king burns a written reve lation, the prophet writes "all the former
words" and "added besides unto them, many like words,"
17 Joseph Fielding Smith. camp., Teachings of th e Prophet Joseph Smith
(SaIl Lake: Ocseret Book, 1973). 194.
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work that FARMS produces and towards a secular approach to
sc ripture.

T he Limits of Ve rifi ca tion a nd Falsificati on
T he proponents of co mpeting paradigms are a lways at
least slig htly at cross purposes. Ne ither side will grant
all the non -empirical assumptions that the other need s
in order to make its case . . .. The competition betwee n
parad igms is not the sort of battl e that can be resol ved
by proofs. I S
M uch paper is wasted over the issue of whether thi s or that
po int has or has no t been proven. Any academic elaim that c on ~
elusions derive fro m direct observation o f facts (or the lack
thereof) should be te mpered by the recogni ti o n that "a ll d ata are
theo ry- lad e n."1 9 As Nibley observes, "Th ings that ap pe ar
un like ly, imposs ible, or paradoxical from o ne point of view o fte n
make perfectl y good sense from another. "20 The notion o f p roof
on ly makes se nse wi thin a g iven paradi gm. In comparin g paradig ms. we confront the limits o f verifi cat ion and fa lsification.

Issues fo r Paradigm Ve rification
Parad ig ms cannot be verified for two reasons:

/. Future discoveries may conflict with presem theory. For
example, in her essay in New Approaches, Melodie Moe nc h
Charles co mme nts that " the Qu mran document s
show no evidence o f detailed pro phes ies [sicl mention ing Jesus or matc hin g
his life or mi ssion" (p. 93 n. 22). J suspect that Ms. Charles com 18 Kuhn. The. StnlCl!Ire of SCilmlijic Revolru iollS. 148; sec Daniel C.
Peterson. "Text and Context." Rel'iew of Books on the Book of Mormon 6/ 1
(199 4) : 525: "It seems to me that the dispute between defenders of the Book of
Mormon and the tradit ional truth claims of The Chu rch of Jesus Christ of La uerd:lY Saints. on the one hand, [lnd those who would rev ise or redefi ne those trut h
claims. on the other. is us muc h a clas h or opposing wortd views us u qui bble
over this or thm piece of evidence."
19 N. R. Hansen quoted in Barnour. Myths. Mut/eI.t. wul Pamdigllls. 95.
20 Hugh Nibley. O/d TI'SflIlIIl'1I1 lII/(/ He/w<'l / Swdies (Salt L1ke City:
DcscfCI Book [lntl FARMS. 11)86).65.
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pletcd her essay before the release of the latest Qumran fragments
that John T vedtnes refers to as " recently releu!Scd fragments of the
Dead Sea Scroll s" that "support the view of the Book of Mormon
that a knowledge of a sav ior-messiah was had in ancient Israe l. "21
Thi s example supports some spec ific claims of the Book of
Mormon, but we should acknowledge that sometimes the turn of
c ircumstance has obliged defenders of the faith to change th eir
arguments. Even so, such examples as the A ston 's In the Footsteps of Lehi22 and John Sorenson's work on the Mesoamerican
selting of the Book of Mormon prov ide examples to show that
such updating can be en li ghtening rather than di si llusioning.
2. Another theory may explain present evidence equally well.
Consider the implications of the famou s drawing of the Old!
Young woman in figure I. Because the artist creates unresolvable
ambiguities. we can interpret the drawing in two very different
ways. The drawing compels us to awaken to the possibility that
anything that we observe can be understood in a different way.
My choice of title fo r this essay provides another example; in this
case, two words. Paradigms Crossed, suggest multiple meanings
that complement, rather than contradict, one another. That is not
to say that any interpretation is equally valid. either for the picture
or for my title-each consists of specific ev iden ce that must be
ex pl ained. But more than one inte rpretation may account for the
same ev idence. In the case of the picture, an observer who sees
only one possibility demonstrates either perceptual or imaginative
blindness. Some cri tics may denigrate the more atfracti ve possibility, perhaps because they have been disappointed in the past, or
perhaps because lasting beauty is too much to hope for. But by
doing so, they de monstrate ideology rather than perception.
In New Approaches, Mark Thomas. less dogmatic than most in
New Approaches, kindl y acknowledges three possible ways to
account for his findings (p. 77). Me lodie Moe nch Charles also
makes a notable effort to highlight alternate unde rstandings o f

21 Joh n Tvcdtnes. revicw of Wesley P. Walters. The Use uf Ihe Old Tes Illmen / in lhe Book of Mormon. in Review of Books on Ihe Book of Mormon 4
( 1992): 231.
22 Warren and Michaela Aston. In the Foo/sleps of Lehi; New Evidence for
Lehi's Journey across Arabia 10 Bountiful (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book. 1994).
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Figure I. O ld woman or young lady?
some issues (pp. 94-95). On the other hand. Edward Ashmen!
knows that certain biblical paraphrases recur in cl usters in the
Book of Mormon text because Joseph Smith repeated those
ph rases wh ile they were "fresh in hi s mind" (pp. 368-69). Of
course, the clu stered phrases could just as eas il y recur foJ' a Neph i
or a Mosiah while fre sh on their mind s. Ashment' S choice of
words clearly demonstrates how dala become "t heory- laden. "
Issues for Paradigm Falsijicalion

If parad igms cannot be verified, can they be falsified?
In practice, as Ian Barbour observes, paradigms resist falsi fi cation because "a network of Iheories and observations is always
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tested together. Any particular hypothesis can be maintained by
rejecting or adjusting other auxil iary hypotheses."23 Some
adjustments to such aux iliary hypotheses strengthen the overall
paradi gm. For example, Kepler adjusted the assumptions of the
Copernican theory of planetary motion by arguing for elliptical
orbits rather than circular orbits. The rival Ptolemaic th eory
explained otherwise anomalous planetary motions by surmi sing
epi cycles. While the assumption of epicycles preserved the usefulness of the Ptolemaic theory for several generations, compari son
with Kepler' s assumptions makes it plain that not all adjustments

are created equal. Whereas Kepler's adjustments led to hi s generally applicable laws of motion , the ad hoc notion of epicycl es
applied onl y to particular problems and had little justification
other than necess ity. The course of the Copernican Revolution
shows that the "accumulation of anomalies" or of "ad hoc modifi cations having no independent theoretical basis can not be tolerated indefinitely. An accepted theory is overth rown not primaril y
by di scordant data but by an alternati ve theory."24
The antihistoricists tend to resist any adjustments in target
hypotheses concerning Book of Mormon hi storicity,25 the priority of " traditional" views of geog raphy and cultures.26 and
potential lan guage translation and text transmission factors.27 Thi s
Barbour. MYllls, Models, and Paradigms, 99.
Ibid., 114.
25 Fo r examplc, according to Hutchinson. the Book of Mormon's aut ho rity "cvaporates as soon as thc book's absolute ancientness is compromised i n
the least degree" (p. 12).
26 Note how John Kun ich attempts to fend off Sorenson and Nibley by
appealing to B. H. Roberts (pp. 260-61). Kunich dismisses Jo hn Sorenson's
"When Lehi"s Part y Arrived in the Land, Did Thcy Find Others There?" Journal oj
Book of Mormoll Sludies 1 (Fa ll 1992): 1-34, as "imaginati ve mu sings." Also,
notc how Deanne G. Matheny cites Dan Vogel's irrelevant observation that "it is
absolutely clear that Joseph Smith and the early Mormons associated the Book
of Mormon wi th the Moundbuilde r myth" (p. 271). My review of Dan Vogel's
Indi(ln Origins will lire Book oj Mormon in Review oj Books on Ihe Book oj
Mormon 2 {I 990): 214-57, argues thaI the Mound Builder myth contributed to
the misreading of the Book of Mormon by the early Saints, but that the Book of
Mormon diverges from Ihe Mound Bui lder myth in profound ways.
27 For example. Stan u rSOn (p. 132) insists thaI ·The Book or Mormon
cannot be exempted from such textual criticism by emphasizing that tra ns lation
inevitably introduces elements from the translator's environment."
23
24
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resistance to adjustments in aux.i liary assumptions about the Book
of Mormon makes for an easier, slalionary target and art ificia ll y
adds weight to the criticisms these authors make.
Th is is why Joseph Smith opposed creeds. not because they
are fa lse teachings,28 but because "creed s set up stakes, and say ,
' Hitherto tho u shalt come, and no furthe r'; which r cannot s u b~
scribe to ."29 The message of the First Vision is not that a t rue
creed had come to replace the fal se ones, bu t that the heavens had
opened. You don 't need to wo rs hip at a c istern whe n you 've got a
fou ntai n (see Jeremiah 2: 13). Creeds tend to create rigid background expectat ions which bcco me ;'abom inabl c" by promot ing
slatic authoritarian ism that resi.<;ts fu rt her light and know ledge. 30
This is nO{ to say that we s hould bow without resistance to every
wind of doctri ne that happens to blow by (Ephesians 4 : 11- 16),
but that resistance to new ideas s hou ld be just a.... carefull y
considered as acceptance of such (Acts 10:9- 28). Too often,
creeds buy present conformity (as when the Inqu isitors came to
c hat with Ga lileo about as tronomy. torture. and correct t hi nk in g)
with the coin o f fut ure fa ith (such as those for whom the Ga lileo
inc idem becomes the de fi ning myth of the re lationship between
science and religion).3l Creeds make for spi ritual vulnerability in

28 "'It don I 15k] prove that a man is nOI a good man because he bel ieves
false doctrine"; Andrew F. Ehat and Lyndo n W. Cook, The Words 0/ Joseph
Sm ilh (Provo. UT: Religious Studies Center Monograph , 1980), 183-84.
29 TPJS.327.
30 See Jeremiah 17 :5-13: also Luke 5:37-39: John 7:38; 2 Nephi 28:2930: D&C I :24-28. When creeds are intact in any community. whether scientific,
political. or religious. the ques tion of questions becomes " Do you pre<lch the
orthodolt religionT"
31 Kuhn points OUI that the history of ~cience include.~ man y instnnces of
intolerance nnd res istance to new theories amo ng scientisls. The point wit h
regard to the Calileo incident is that it dramatizes tensions in a paradigm debate.
not necessarily an essential relation between science nnd religion. Noliee that
the religious figure s in the trial of Galileo and in the Scopes Trial do nOI lruly
represent Mamic thi nking; that is. the issue was nOI between Soph ic science and
Mlintic revelation, but between Sophie science and tradi tional authority and
interpretatio n: see Hugh W. Niblcy. '1llrcc Shrines: Mamie, Sophic, and
Soph istic:' and "Pat hs ThaI Stray: Some Notes on the Sophie and Mant ic,"' in
The Ancil'nl Slate: Till' Hulers lIIulllte Hull'll (Salt Lake City: Dcscret Book and
FARM S. 1991) , 3 11 -478.
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those whose cisterns are too brittle to change shape and too fragile
to take shocks. 32
In New Approaches, for example, while replacing sou nd
methodology with rhetorical judo, Stan Larson makes a creed of
the pure falsification hypothesis by quoting Hugh Nibley as saying the following:
We can never prove absolutely Ihat the Book of
Mormon is what is claims to be; but any serious proven
Faull in the work would at once condemn it. If I assume
the Book of Mormon to be fraudulent, then whatever is
correct in it is merely a lucky coincidence, devoid of
any real significance. But if I assume that it is true, then
any suspicious passage is highly significant and casts
suspicion on the whole thing, no maHer how much of it
is right. (p. 133)]]

Immediate ly after this quotation , Larson narrows this claim of
pure falsification to the historical claims for 3 Nephi 12- 14
(p. 133). He then turns his argument against the reality of the visit
of the resu rrected Jesus to Bountiful on grounds of there being no
verification (ibid.), ha ving just disqualified 3 Nephi as evidence by
claiming that "Sm ith copied the KJV blindly, not show ing awareness of tran slation problems and errors in the KJV" (p. 132).
Consider the care with which Larson makes his case up to that
point. and which he subsequent ly continues in hi s appendix, and
notice the crucial lapse here, where any decisive signi fi cance for
his observations must rest. In 1953. Nibley's argument illustrated
the nolion of falsification as practiced in textual critic ism. At the
time, Nibley compared falsification to the problem of identifying
a counterfei t bill, wherein the nature of an authentic bill is well
defined. But at this po int the methodologica l parallel to testing the
Book of Mormon breaks down. For falsification to work perfectly
in the case of a counterfeit bill, the qualities of an authentic bill
must be fully known. But the qualities of an authentically historic

]2
5:37- 39
33
I. Some

See Jeremiah 2:13 on the problems with cisterns. Olnd compare Luke
for the parable of the wine hollIes.
Citing Hugh Nibley. "New Approaches to Book of Mormon Study: Part
Standard Tests:' The ImpfQI'emenl Era 56 (Novemher 1953): 831.
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Book of Mormon, translated by in spiration , are nowhe re near as
we ll defined as those of an authentic bi ll.
This li mi t in the logic of fal sification, espec ially in the case of
general Iheories-thal the requisite knowledge of aut henticity is
always incomplete- underlies the editorial change that Larson
all udes to when he says that "a ll but the first clause has bee n
deleted" (p. 133) in The Prophetic Book oj Mormon .34
Looking to the 1989 version, we fand the fo ll ow ing adj ustment
to Nih ley 's argument, highlighti ng the differences fro m the 1953
original as q uoted by Larson :

Thus, while we can ne ver prove absolute ly that the
Book of Mormon is what it clai ms to be . we are j ust;·
fled in the outset in assumi'lg that it is what it dojm~' to
be. IJ one assumes that it i.r true, its j eowres at least
become testable. 35
T he change is strictly in line with the practical limits of fal sifi ·
cat ion. as noted by Kuh n and Barbour, as well as in kee pi ng with
Nib ley's more representative argument that " It is not eno ug h to
show ... that there are mistakes in the Book of Mormon, for all
humans make mistakes; what they must e xplain is how the
' a utho r' of the book happened to get so many thi ngs right. "3 6
If we drop Larson's weak notion of fa lsifi cation and stan ask·
ing the son s of questions that shou ld be asked durin g a pa rad igm
debate, the significance of hi s ev idence dwindles abrupt ly. For
ex am ple, are the problems that Larson describes as the domain of
textual criticism, those nuances regardi ng "the same distinctive
addition, peculi ar error, or the same alternate reading" (p. 129 ),
reall y the most significant problems to have solved? Can such
questions even be addressed without sure knowled ge of the
paramete rs o f a n " in spired " translation ?
As is typical for New Approaches, Larson ignores significant
matters in whic h the Book of Mormon gets it ri ght. His theory of
"b lindn ess" and " p lag ia ri sm" accomplishes no thi ng to e xpla in
34 Hugh Nibley. The Prophelic Book of Mormon (Sail Lake Cily: Descrel
Book and FA RM S. t989), 56, emp hasis added.
35 Ibid.
36 Hugh W. Nibley. Lelri ill ,ile Deren ; Tile World of Ihe J(lrediles; There
Wrre Jarf'CIi/('.f (Sail Lake City: Deseret Book and FA RM S. 1988). 122,
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the insights of the 3 Nephi text that John Welch, Hugh Nibley,
Richard L. Anderson, and others discus~ .37
As should be obvious in reading his eight examples. most of
the differences have little or no significance for meaning
(pp. 121 - 27).38 Larson's case depends on the questionable claim
that the Book of Monnon, purportedly an "i nspired" (not an
academic) English translation of an ancient New World text,
should take us back to the best available Greek text of an Aramaic
original: "Where the Book of Mormon could offer a fresh
translation directly from the valuable fourth-century inscription of
a first-century document, one find s a reacti on to the late and corrupted text of the KJV" (p. 132).
However, the academic definition of translation current in
Joseph's day in the 1798 Encyclopedia Brirannica gave the three
"fundame ntal rules for translations" as: " I . That the translation
shou ld give a complete transcript of the ideas of the original.
2. That the style and manner of the original should be preserved
in the translation . 3. That the translation should have all the ease
of the original co mposition ."39 Joseph Smith is on record as
describing an admittedly imperfect translation as "sufficiently
37 Compare John W. Welch, The Sermon at the Temple and the Sermon on
the Mount (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1990), 91-112, on such
matters as the abse nce of anti pharisaical. antigentile, and an ti-Pauline elements
and the reslOration of temple context: Nibley, The Prophetic Book of Mormon.
407-34. on the parallels to the forty.day literature in general and to a specific
text; Richard L. Anderson. "Imitation Gospels and Christ'S Book of Mormon
Ministry." in Apocryphal Writings and the Lalter Day Saims, ed. C. Wi/fred
Griggs (Provo: Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University, 1986),
53-107, on contrasts with pseudo.gospels and parallels to the "pcsher" teach·
ing; Donald Parry, The Book of Mormon Text Reformal/ed according to Para!·
lelistic Pal/ems (Provo, Uf: FARMS, 1992), for distinctive poetic fonns; and
Christensen, review of Vogel, Indian Origins, 247-56, and Kevin Ch ri stensen.
"'Nigh unto Death' : NOE Research and the Book of Mormon," Journal of Book
of Mormon Studies 211 (S pring 1993): 1-20, on the authentic near-death behav.
ior and "Year Rite" patterns that supplement Welch .
38 Compare thc revicws by John Tvedtnes and John W . Welch in Review
of Books on the Book of Mormon 6/1 ( 1994): 8- 50, 145- 86. See Welch for a
discussion of the one change that makes a significant difference, the without a
cause prcsent in the King James Version of Matthew 5:22 and absent in the Book
of Mormon 3 Nephi 12:22.
39 Quoted by D. Michael Quinn. Enrly Morm onism wulthe Mag ic World
View (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1987), 151.
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plain to suit my purpose as it stands" (D&C 128: 18). According
to the definition of translation acti ve in the nineteenth century, the
"b lindness" to Old World manu script nuance that Larson belabors does not matter.
In effect, Larson rests his case on differences which do not
apply to translati on by nineteenth-century standards, appealing
instead to ex pectations that he imposes based on hi s twentiethcentury training. He makes a creed of hi s academic training and
refu ses to make adjustments in his expectations for the Book of
Mormon.

Confronting

Self~Reference

in Paradigm Debate

To the ex tent
. that two scientific schools disagree
about what is a problem and what is a solution, they will
inevitably talk through each other when debating the
relati ve merit s of their respecti ve paradi gms. In the
partia ll y circu lar arguments that regularly result, eac h
paradigm will be shown to satisfy more or less the criteria that it dictates for itself and to fall short of a few
of th ose dictated by its opponent.40
Critics and defenders of the Book of Mormon often appeal to
facts. But as we have seen, during paradigm testing it pays to be
skeptical of appeals to the "p lain facts," because theory infl uences observation with the result that all data are to some degree
theory-laden. Ian Barbour insists on three points that must be
accepted by all concerned (if opposing sides expect to communi cate at all).
I . Allhough proponents of rival theories inevitably talk
through each other to a degree, adherents "of rival theories can
seek a common core of overlap. . to which both can retreat."4 1
NOIice, however, that thi s "retreat" to a common core of
overlap is done as an aid to co mmunicati on, not as a prerequi site
for seeing truth . Joseph Smith talked about how even God adapts
himself to our capacity to understand. 42 That does not mean that
40
41

42

Kuhn. The Structure of Scientific Rf'l'oiwions. 109- 10.
Barbour. Myths, MOtle/s. amI Paradigms. ! 13.
TPJS. !62 .
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knowledge of truth is circumscribed by our ability to find co m ~
mon ground and consensus. It simply means that when addressing
a particular audience, if you expect to communicate, you might
have to retreat from certain preferred, even useful and possibly
true, assumptions. On the other hand. apart from the proble m of
co mmunicati ng our beliefs. our ability to find further truth s
depend s on our wi llingness to risk certain assumptions and
exp lore their possibilities (for exa mple, John 7: 16-17; 8:3 1-32;
Alma 32). We do not need to retreat from our preferred assumptions when doing ou r research, or li ving OU f lives, o r in communicat ing with audiences that share those assumptions.
2. Comprehensive theories are highl y resistant to falsification, but observation ex.erts some control over theo ries. 43
3. There are no rules for choice between paradigms but there
are criteria of assessment independent of particular paradigms.44
In comparing general theories (such as Newton's and
Einstein'S physics, or different Book of Mormon geographies).
neit her of which is proven or provable because neither "solves all
the problems it defines,"45 scientists can only ask which of the
two theories better describes nature. 46 and which problems are
more sign ificant to have solved. 47
In making a paradigm choice in reli gious matters (such as
between Mormonism and atheism, or historical and e nvironme ntal
views of the Book of Mormon). Barbour argues that the decision
is more subjective than in the hard sciences, but this differe nce
involves the degree. not the kind. of subjective valuations.
Regarding faith decisions. Barbour remarks that "There are no
proofs. but there are good reasons for judgments which are not
simply mailers of personal taste or individual prefere nce."48

43 Barbour, Myrhs, Models, and Paradigms. 113.
44 Ibid.
45

Kuhn, The Struclure of Scienlific Revoiulions, 110.

46 Ibid .• 147: cf. Alma 32:34-35.
47 Ibid .• 110; cf. A lma 32:27.
48 Barbour, Myths. MOlieb. and Paradigms. 146.
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Values Applied in Evaluating Paradigms
The resort to shared va lues rather than to shared rules
governing individual choice may be the comm unit y's
way of distributing risk and assuring the long-term suc~
cess of its enterpri se. 49
Kuhn demonstrates that choice between paradigms depends
large ly on the application of val ues. rather than the application of
rules.50 Whereas rules would determine the choice. values can
on ly constrain it. As Kuhn emphasizes, these values can be applied
d iffere ntl y by people who agree on them . The most important
val ues that Kuhn and Barbour identi fy include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Accuracy of Key Predictions
Comprehensiveness and Coherence
Fruitfulness
Simplicity and Aesthetics
Future Promise

Observe that Alma asks for those who wi ll experiment, even with
"no more than desire to believe," to apply these same va lues until
they can "g ive place to a pan ion of my words" (A lma 32:27).
Other values infl uence theory choice, such as a teacher's
nationality, or prior reputation, and various social and bi og raphi ~
cal expe riences. 51 Even though these sorts of things have less to
do with what is real, they do function as randomi zin g or co n ~
st raining factors for indi viduals within a group. My discuss ion
concentrates on the more signifi cant val ues described by Kuhn
and Alma.

Accuracy of Key Predictions (cf. Alma 32:26-27, 35)
Probably the sin gle most prevalent claim advanced by
proponents of a new paradigm is that they can solve the
problems that have led the old one to a crisis. . . .
Claims of this son .. succeed if the new paradigm
49

Kuhn . Tile SlrIltlure of Scienlijic Revoilltions. 186.

50
S!

Ibid .. 153-59. 185.
Ibid .. r 53.
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displays a quantitative precision strik ingly belte r than
its older competitor.52
Kuhn suggests that the acc uracy of key pred ictions is not a
static objective measure but:
1. comparati ve between competing parad igms and nature,
2 . relative to the importance the community ass igns to the
problems that each paradigm solves or fai ls to solve, and
3. weighted by the degree of precision attained by each theo ry.
Each of the New Approaches writers attempts to e levate hi s o r
her pet concern to thi s "key" problem status. For Metcalfe. th e
key probl em in volves nuances of the Book of Mormon text as
considered in light of the "Mos iah first" theory of translation.
For Wright, the problem is the apparent anachronistic relat ion
between Alma J 3 and Hebrews. For Kunich, the proble m is Book
of Mormon populat ion statistics . For Vogel, the problem involves
parallels between nineteenth-century debates about uni versal salvation and Alma's di scourse to Corianton about restorati on. But
we do not need to accept their conclusions regard ing suc h proble ms at face value. We should instead ask: What makes an anomaly
"that normal science [or faithJ sees as a pu zz le" into what "ca n
be seen from another viewpoint as a counterinstance and thus as a
source of c ri sis?"53 There is no comprehensive answer. (Part o f
what makes any issue "key" invo lves the door that you intend to
open.) But Kuhn does hi ghl ight three issues:
I. Issues for Fundamental Genera/il,.t1tions

Somet imes an anomaly will clearl y call into questio n
explicit and funda mental generalizations of the paradi gm. 54

52 Ibid., 153-54. Alma encourages an "experiment" regarding key issues
for his audience (where to worship. and how 10 know whether to believe him:
Alma 32:5. 26), predicts the results of an experiment in spirituality (Alma
32:27). leads them through thai experiment, and remarks, "Is this not real? ... It
is discernible" (Alma 32:35).
53 Kuhn, Kuhn. The Structure of Scienlijic Revo/urions, 79.
54 Ibid., 79.
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Think about how the "problem of evil " poses such an ob s ta ~
d e for theologies which presume an absolute omnipotent , omni s~
cient , and benevolent God . According to Antony Flew, the prob ~
lem of evil is " perhaps the most powerful of all skeptical ar g u ~
ments," one that appeal :\ to "th e clearest and most direct minds,
striking strai ght and decisively to the heart of the matter ."55
McClosky adds, "We must conclude from the exi stence of evil
that there cannot be an omnipotent, benevolent God. "56
For Mormons, Ihis "most powerful of skeptical argument s"
has no power. Why? Because we conceive of Deity as being sur~
rounded by intelligences, elements, and conditions which he did
not create from nothing (D&C 93: 29; Abraham 3: 15-28). Non ~
Mormon theologian:\ such as Alfred North Whitehead and William
James have advocated similar ideas under the headings of Process
Theology and Finitism.57 Di scu ssing Whitehead 's process model,
Barbour writes:
If the class ical ideas of omnipotence and predestination
are given up, God is exonerated of responsibility for
natural evil. . . Suffering is inevitable in a world of
beings with conflicting goals. Pain is part of the price
of consc iousness and intensity of fee ling. In an evo lu ~
ti onary world, stru ggle is integral 10 the reali zati on of
greater value. 58
Finitism, whether expressed as Mormonism or as Process The~
ology, resolves a host of troublin g paradox es. 59 Those who resist

55 See essays by H. J. McClosky, "God aod Evil"' (1 960), and Anto ny
Flew . "Divi ne Omnipotence and ~Iuman Freedom" (1955), reprinted in Critiques
a/God, ed. Peter Angeles (Buffalo. NY: Prometheus, 1916),203-31.
56 McClosky. ill ibid .. 223.
51 Sterling McMurrin. The Theological Foundations 0/ Ihe Mo rmon
Religion (Salt Lake City: University of Uta h. 1965), 105-6. discusses the di ffere nt approac hes take n 10 arrive at the model- that is, philosophica l ana lys is
versus Joseph's una rgued. commonsense pronouncemen ts.
58 Barbour. Mylhs, MQ(lels, alld Paradigms, 168--69.
59 See discussio ns in ibid .. 16 1- 10: McMurrin. Theological Foundmions
o/Ihl' Mormo" Religio!!. 10 1- 9: Blake Ostler, "The Mormon Concept of God."
Dialvgue 1112 (Summer 1984): 65-93: and Garland E. Tickemye r, "Joseph Smith
nOO Process Theology,·· Dialogue 11/3 (Autumn 1984): 15- 86; d. also Floyd
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the implications of Finiti sm do so on the skeptical side. because
they wan t to preserve the power of the "best" skeptical argument,
and on the be li ev ing side because they refuse to sac rifice a belief
in omn ipotence in spite of the theological quandaries that it drags
along.
Similar issues regarding an author's controllin g premi ses and
resistance to potential solutions abound in New Approaches. For
exa mple, John Kunich frets al length about Book of Mormon
population issues and assumes thal Leh i's and Mule k's peop les
must suppl y all North and South American populations. It says
something for Kunic h's infatuation with Ihe population probl em
that he goes on for twenty·nine pages before even atte mpting to
validate his slarting assumptions, and even then, he ignores several
contrary argumen ts. Ironicall y, he concludes: "O ur study must be
honest, open, ... and not limited by preconce ived conclusions"
(p. 265).
What Kunich sees as a roadbl ock to plau sibility , Sore nson sees
as a doorway to a new understandin g. 60 Rather than stepping
through the doorway, Kunich labors to save the problem from the
solu tion. Kunich' s defense amounts to appealing to the authority
of B. H. Roberts (p. 261), wit hout considering the basis for the
opinions Roberts ex pressed,61 providing some weak readings of a
few scriptures (pp. 26 1-64), and concoctin g some unfulfilled
conditions for plausibility (pp. 262- 64).
Sorenson' s read in g of the prophecies regardin g "o ther
nations" is far superior to Kunic h's (p. 26 1).62 In support of hi s
belief that the Book of Mormon cannot account for non-Lehitel
Ross. "Process Philoso phy and Mormon Thought" Suns/one 711 (JanuaryFebruary 1982): 17-25, with a reply by Sterling MeMurrin. 25-27.
60 See Sorenson. "When Lehi's Party Arrived in the Land. Did They Find
Others There?" 1-34: cf. also the superb essay by James E. Smith, "Nephi's
Descendants? Historical Demography and the Book of Mormon." Review 0/
Hooks on Ihe Book 0/ Mormon 611 (1994): 255- 96.
61 At least for the purposes of his Studies o/Ihe Book 0/ Mormon. Elder
Roberts assu med that the Book of Mormon described a hemispheric geography.
Jaredite extinction. and no othcr migrations besides the Lehile and Mulekite. cr.
John W. Welch, "Answering B. H. Roberts's Questions" (Provo, lJr: FARMS,
1985),41 pp.
62 Sorenson, "When Lehi's Party Arrived in the Land, Did They Find
Others There?" 6-8.
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Mulekite populations in the Americas, Kunich quotes 2 Nephi
I :8-9, " It is wisdom that this land shou ld be kept as yet from the
knowledge of other nations; fo r behold, many nalions would overrun the land."
What is the extent of Lehi' s reference to the land in this passage? John Tvedtnes says that " In the Bible, the word land most
often refers to the land occup ied by the Israelites.'>63 A recent
article by Russell Ball shows that the Book of Mormon usage of
the terms the land, and even the whole eanh, is often very local ized .64
Who and where are the other nations? In An Ancient American
Selling for the Book of Mormon, Sorenson wrote that "Most
Latter-day Saint readers have supposed that the 'ot her nations'
were the European 'Genti les' ( I Nephi 13:1-3) who overran the
land after Columbus's discovery, but does it make sense that the
fate prophesied by Lehi would be delayed until 1. 100 years after
Cumorah?,,65
Lehi 's promi se that his children wou ld possess the land
unmolested was cond iti onal on their keeping the commandments
(2 Nephi 1:9). The next verses say that "when . . they shall
dwindle in unbelief' (not "long afterwards," but "when"), the
Lord "will bring other nation s ... and he will take away from
them the lands of their possessions, and he will cause them to be
scattered and smitten . Yea, as one generation passelh to another,
there shall be blood sheds" (2 Nephi 1: 10-12).
Second Nephi 5:2- 5 reports that soon after the death of
Lehi- the pass ing of a generation-Nephi's brothers plotted
against his own life. Nephi and those he called "hi s people" fled
the land . Despite the report that those who initia ll y left "were
those who believed" in God (2 Nephi 5:6), such passages as
2 Nephi 32:7 and 2 Nephi 33:1 - 3 suggest strongly that Nephi' s
people had prob lems of their own. For example. Jacob reports on
63 See Tvedtncs's review in Review of Boob on

lire Book of Mormon.

28 .
64 See Russell Ball, 'Three Days of Darkness among the Nephites,"' Jourof Book of Mormon Sludies 211 (1993): 115- 19.
65 John L. Sorenson. An Ancient American Setting fo r the Book of
Mormmr (Salt Lake City : Deserc! Book (lnd FARMS , 1985),84. Also, Sorenson,
"When Lchi's Party Arrived. Did They Find Others ThereT 7.
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the necess ity for "d ili gent" labor among them on the part of the
prophets (Jacob I :7) even before Jacob 2: 15 descri bes the beginning of extreme tendencies . Prior to the departure of Nephi' s
peop le, the Lamanires had already acted in a role as "a scourge to
[Nephi 's people], to stir them up in remembrance of me"
(2 Neph i 5:25), Although neither Nephi nor Jacob prov ides
details, Jacob 1: I0 describes Nephi as having "w ie lded the sword
of Laban" in defense of hi s people. Thus we have no record of
the condit ions for bless ing being fully kept, and sign ificant
info rmati on suggest ing that the covenant curse was in effect
almost from the time of the death of Lehi . That is, immediately
after the death of Lehi (the passing of that generation), we see the
loss of lands and scattering (2 Nephi 5:5), and smiting and bloodsheds (2 Nephi 5:25, 34, Jacob I : 10). What about the " other
nations"? Alerted by the work of Sorenson and others, we have
only to look with eyes that see.
Other than to assert that the Jaredites became extinct (pp. 26l.
264), Kunich has never dealt with Nibley's argument s in favor of
Jaredile survivors. 66
What does the Book of Mormon mean by
"destroyed"? The word is to be taken , as are so many
othe r key words in the book, in its primary and orig inal
sense: "To unbuild; to separate violently into its co nstituent parts; to break up the structure." To destroy is
to wreck the structure, nOI to annihilate the parts. 67
Conside r Kunich's requ ire ment that the Lehiles wi n " Iotal
domination over a host of people " (p. 262). Actually, all that
plausibili ty requires is a population influx. over time sufficient to
contribute to population growlh .
Kunich call s for a de[ailed account of the "di scovery and
absorpt ion of the natives" (p. 262). A key example of Kunich 's
limited imagination and careless reading comes in the phrase" I f
the Nephite encounter [actually, it was a Mulek ite encounter, see
Omni 1:2 1] with a single laredite survivor, Corianlllmr, was suffi66 See Nibley, uhi ill lite Desert. 237-63. Atso sec Mosiah 8:12. in
wbicb Ammon seeks "knowledge of a re mnant of the people who have been
destroted ."
6
Ibid .. 239.
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ciently important to warrant inclus ion in the sac red record . "
(p. 264, emphas is added). Perhaps the Nephite record keepers
found Cori antumr suffi ciently important both because he was
royalty and because he was mentioned on an engraved stone that
they obtained from Zarahem la's people (Omni 1:2 1), and on the
twenty-fou r plates (Ether 12- 15). The Nephite record keepers
found Zarahemla suffic iently important because he was desce nded
from Zedeki ah, another royal line mentioned in relation to prop hecy on their own sac red records (Omni 1: 14). Sorenson's article
gathers considerable ev idence that others were around , not all of
them roya lt y and connected with individuals named in the sc riptures, and therefore not "suffic iently importan t" fo r detailed discussion with respect to genre and narrator priorities ( 1 Neph i
19:6).

Add to Sorenson's recent work the fo llow ing observat ions:
Yea, the Lord hath covenanted this land unto me
\LehiJ, and to my childre n forever, and also all those
who shou ld be led out of other countries. (2 Nephi 1:5)
Not ice that from the stan , possess ion of the prom ised land is not
just conditional, as we have seen, but also nonel(c lu sive. Note also
that there is no requ ire ment that the "ot her co untries" be locatcd
in the Old World.
Before explaining about the covenant for the land , Lehi
remind s his children that, besides themselves, the land contai ns
"a ll those who shou ld be led out of other count ries by the hand
of the Lord" (2 Nephi I :5). Th is remark comes before any
reported contact with the Mulekites or the several indications of
Jaredite rcmnants. Why does Lchi make th is point about ot hers
bei ng led to the land? He very like ly knew about them. Nephi's
vision of the prom ised land, granted be fore the ocean voyage,
may refer to these others:
And it came to pass that the ange l said unto me:
Look, and behold thy seed, and also the seed of th y
bret hren. And I looked and behe ld the land of promise; and I beheld multitudes of people, even as it were in
nu mber as many as the sands of the sea. ( 1 Nephi 12: I)
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Reading this passage as describing non-Leh ite multi tudes
ex isting in the New World before the voyage makes Lehi's
remarks about "ot he r nations" (2 Nephi 1:8, 11) in relation to
the covenan t curse more meaningful. Lehi taught that a law cannot function without an attached punishme nt (2 Nephi 2: 13), and
if the "other nati ons" referred to in the promised land covenant
would nOI arrive until Columbu s's voyage, how would the covenant curse have any immediate sign ificance? It makes sense to
suppose thai from the beginning Lehi knows that his people are
nOI alone, and he wants his sons to be sobered by the fac t. An
immediate expectation of other natio ns on the part of Nephi and
Leh i. possibly even interacti on with small groups of natives earl y
on (w ho cou ld signify other nations without representing such),
makes the whole story more consistent and meaningful.
I, Nephi, did take my family. and also Zoram and hi s
famil y, and Sam, mine elder brother and his family,
and Jacob and Joseph, my youn ger brethren, and also
my sisters, and all those who would go with me.
(2 Neph; 5 ,6; d. 5 ,14)
Again, {he passage can easily be understood to include native
populations, fri end ly to the new arri vals. Because the focus of the
record is deliberately exclusionary, we need to avoid setting
unreasonable condition s whe n we confront the ambiguity inhere nt
in refere nces to "oth ers" at the start of the Lchite ex perience in
the New World.
And all those who were with me did take upon
them to call themselves the people of Nephi.
And if my people desire to know the more particular part of the hi story of my people. they mu st
search mine other plates. (2 Nephi 5:9, 33)
see plausible indicat ions for mixin g populations from th e
very beginning of the Lchi te migration. Kunich's insistence on a
Robinson Crusoe level of detail belongs to another genre of writin g. Thi s next passage makes more sense if we assume nati ve
populati ons wit h different cultural backgrounds.
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Many of my people . .. know not concern ing the manner of prophesying among the Jews.
For 1. Nephi have not taught them many th ings
concerni ng the manner of the Jews. (2 Neph i 25: 1- 2)

Sam, Zoram. Jacob, Joseph, their fa milies, and several of the
wome n mentioned in 2 Nephi 5:6 certai nl y had a predominance
of experience in Jewish culture, as well as bel ief in and persona l
ex perie nce with the revelations given by Lehi and Neph i, wh ich
came in the Jewish modes. Nephi says that he has "not taught
lh isl chi ldren after the man ner of the Jews" (verse 6), but that
excl usion to his ch ildren does not restrict the implications in verse
1, wh ich clearly refers to cultu ral ignorance among "ma ny" of
his people. Notice that Nephi emphasizes that he has "made me ntion to my chi ldren ]not necessaril y all his peop le] concern ing the
judgmen ts of God.
according to all which Isaiah hath spoken." We may have different levels of instruction. The preexistence of native populations with alternative cu ltural backgrounds
seems to be a reasonab le way to account fo r an ignorance of the
manne r of Jewish prophecy , other Jewish manne rs, skepticism
about the gospel. and a re luctance to full y embrace Nephi's
teac hings. Hutchinson protests Sorenson's "adopti on ist" theo logy (p. II), which is necessary to reconcile some traditional
understand ings of the ex tent of promised blessi ngs among
ind igenous New World peop les, but such a notion is scriptural.
As many of the Genti les as will repent are the covenant
people of the Lord. (2 Nephi 30:2)
Ku nich protests that if these others were around that
"Certain ly ... their rel igious conversion ... fa nd1 the reli gion
cen tered nature of Nephite soc iety" (p. 263) requires that the
Book of Mormon prov ide an account of a mass conversion. But
"Nephite" soc iety often is only a simpli fied term fo r dealing with
a comp lex social group. not just one extended fami ly of pa lefaces
that attend the same church.68 And far from securing a "mass
conversion," Nephi very earl y refers to his "peop le" as be ing
"stiffnecked" (2 Nephi 25:28), and mourns the "unbelief, and
68 See Sorenson. An Anciell! Americ{U/ Selling, 54.
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the wickedness. and the ignorance. and the stiffneckedness of
men" (2 Nephi 32:7). Such a complaint makes more sense if the
people involved included locals who resisted the kind of mass
conversion that Kunich views as an implausible necessity.
2. Anomaly Related to Specific Practical Applications
An anomaly without apparent fund amental import may
evoke crisis if the applications that it inhibits have a
particular practical importance.69

Stan Larson describes the "again " at the e nd of 3 Nephi 14 :2
as bein g unsupported by anci ent Old World manusc ripts of
Mauhew 7:2. He says that "Welch downpJays the difference
among the variants at Matthew 7:2 by saying that the difference is
' neg ligible: but it is oflen such fine distinctions that are clues in
tex tual criticism" (p. 123).
That is, it is Larson's training in textual criticism that determines the significance of the "again " cited here and the other
variants he cites as examples. For any specialist, however, the danger ex ists of the loss of perspective, the temptati on to treat the
world like a nai l because your tool is a hammer. The applicability
of Ihe 1001 depends nOlan its availability, but on the sit uati on at
hand. If Joseph 's "i nspired" translation does not suit the tool, or
if the 1001 itself has des ign prob lems,70 the best contributi on
Larson could make is to show us what not to expect from a n
in spired tra nslation. Ot her tools and studies tell us things about
3 Nephi that contradict Larson's " blindn ess"-a nd- " pla gia rism"
hypothes is (p. 132).
Other fru strated " practi cal applicati ons" that have been
pressed into serv ice as tests of Joseph Sm ith 's propheti c call
involve such things as fru strated business dealin gs, like the failure
of the Kinland Bank during the Panic of 1837 that led many to
69 Kuhn. The SlrUClUre of SCientific Revolutions. 82.
70 Sec Royal Skousen. "Critical Methodology and the Text of the Book of
Mormon," Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 611 (1994): 125 : '!he
hollowness of New Testament te~tua l criticism becomes fu lly apparent when we
realize that vinually all the spcd ne readings in the reconstructed New Testament
text are nonfa lsifiable and based upon assumptions that are contradicted by
established examples of manuscript copying."
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rejecI hi m, or the sort of co ll apsed pyramid scheme that occasiona lly captures head lines in Ihe Utah newspapers. They can
in volve persona l conflicts with individ uals. such as that between
Abner Cole and Joseph Smith when Cole attempted to pu blish the
Book of Mormon in his newspaper.71 They can involve con fli cts
grow ing out of complex social issues, such as c hurch and state
connicls in Ulah over prayer in schools or seminary re leased time,
or various fe minist and academic issues. They can grow fro m
strugg les with personal sex ual ity, or fro m the pai n of viclimizal ion
in suc h matters . T he danger in all of these situalions comes from
allempts 10 base ultimale truth and commitmen t dec isions on suc h
peripheral issues. None of it has anything to do wi th the tru thfu lness of the Book of Mormon. While comp lex social issues shoul d
not be oversimpli fi ed and fee li ngs in such mailers should not be
tri vialized (hearts can die, pierced with deep wounds), it is still
essent ia l to Ihink through which issues are fu ndamental for the
fai th , and which are peripheral.
3. Research Puuies That Currently Resi,H Solution
The deve lopment of normal science may transform a n
anomaly that had previously only been a vexation int o
a source of crisis.72
B. H. Roberts's Studies of the Book. of Mormon73 presents a
nu mber of research problems that puzz led Elder Roberts in hi s
read ing of the text in comparison to scienlifi c op in ion in the
1920s. With the passage of time, most of these puzzles have fo un d
Solulions. 74 lohn Kunic h's essay quotes Roberts in New
Approaches (p. 261), bU I ignores Welch's paper, which dealt with
all Ihe poinl s Ihat Kunich tries to establ ish by using Roberts.
Deanne Malhe ny's essay in New Approaches critiques John
Sorenson's and F. Ric hard Hauck's work on Book of Mo rmon
71 Donna Hill. }o.uph Smith: The First M ormon (New York: Doubleday.
1977j. 96.
2 Kuhn, TIlt' Struc/Ure of Sciefltific Rf'I'fJ/llliofls. 82.
73 B. H. Robcn s. Studies of tire Boo/!. IIf Mo rm on (U rbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1985) .
74 Sec 10hn W. Welch. "Finding Answers to B. H. Roberts's Questions
and 'An Unp;[mllcl.'"
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geography with respect to puzzles about "metallurgy, lents, plants,
animals, and sites" (p . 320) that she does not regard as solved.
For exa mple, she claims thai those in favor of Sorenson's model
must "argue that the di rectionality system is not what the plain
meani ng of the terms would suggest because otherwise the mode l
will n O( work" (p. 279). Sorenson responds that "S he has failed
to grasp the significance of my extensive data show ing that
Mesoamerican and all other ancient direc tional systems were constructed on di ffe rent cultural principles than o urs or that Nephite
direction usage can be reasonab ly interpreted in light of what we
know from antiquity."75
Solving puzzles is the bu si ness of normal science . But on this
point , Matheny and Sorenson do not operate in the same paradig m. Their understandings of what constitutes a proble m a nd
what constitutes a solution are di ffe rent. Some of the disagreement
has to do with different bodies of knowledge with which they
work (such as Sorenson's evide nce for tents, which Matheny overlooked); some with differe nt basic assumptions, no tably
Matheny's idea that there is such a th ing as "the pl ain meaning of
the words" (p. 321); and some with their differe nt evaluatio ns o f
the Book of Mo rmon's "fit " (Matheny di scusses only problems,
no solutions); Sorenson sees a cons iderable fi t despite o pe n
issues-he questions her "do minant concern with ' pro bl e ms' "
a nd her neglect of "the sizable body of cultural information in
the Book of Mormon which patently agrees with Mesoamerican
c ulture.'·76
When confronted by differe nt conclus ions about such
research puzzles during th e o ngoi ng parad igm debate. the best
way to get perspective is to start asking all the questions that ap ply
to a paradigm debate. Rather than focusi ng on a single problem,
or the opi nion of a part icul ar authority figure, ask. Which paradigm is beller? Which proble ms are more signifi cant to have
solved?
The Book of Mormo n itse lf claims that the key problem to
have solved is test imo ny (Moroni 10:3-5), but even with that settled, your know ledge is ;'not pe rfect" (Alma 32:36). Similarl y,
75 John L. Sorenson. "Viva Zapata! Hurray for the Shoe!" in Review oj
Books on the Rook oj Mormon 611 ( 1994): 299- 300.

76 Ibid., 318.
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Kuhn states that a new paradigm "has seldom solved more than a
few of the problems that confront it, and most of these solution!:>
are still far from perfect."n Kuhn refers to the existence of
un so lved problems in any research paradigm as providing th e
"essential tension"78 that surrounds all inquiry. Sc ientists must
be able to "tole rate cri sis" in order to work on unsolved problems. 79 "If a paradigm is ever to triumph it must gain some first
supporters, men [and women] who will develop it to the point
where hardheaded arguments can be produced and multiplied."80
Likew ise, Alma determines that you must "nouri sh the word . ..
by your faith with great di ligence, and with patience, looki ng
forward to the fruit thereof' (Alma 32:4 1).

Comprehensiveness and Coherence (Alma 32:34)
The new paradi gm must promise to preserve a relatively large part of the concrete problem-solving ability
that has accrued to science through its predecessors.8t
The sc ientist aim s at the comprehens ive unification of
separate laws, the systematic interrelat ion of theories,
the portrayal of underlying simi larities in apparently
diverse phenome na. 82
One of the most persuasive aspects of Ein stein 's theory was
that it seemed to contain Newton's theory as a spec ial case. That
is, il not only ex plained anomal ies in Newton's physics, bUI il also
explained why the old paradigm had been as successful as it was.

77 Kuhn. The Structure 0/ Scientific Revolutions. 156.
78 Ibid .• 79.
79 Ibid.
80 [bid .• 158.
81

Ibid .. 169.

82 Barbou r. Myths. Models.

and Paratligms. 92. Notice that Alma starts
with a recognition of his audience's current bel iefs. and addresses key concerns
(Alma 32:5. 9). <ldds to their understandi ng. following implications and making
connections. and then says thai through the word "your unde rstanding doth be·
gin to he enlightened. and your mind doth l>egin 10 expand·' (A lma 32:34),
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Here, the amhors in the Metcalfe volu me fa ll short . By and large,
they do not explain the successes of the historicist paradi gm.83
Metcalfe's own essay provides a good example of thi s. He
writes about King Benjamin 's oration as though it were a nineteenth-century rev ival, claiming th at "the apex of the narrati ve ..
depends .. fundame nta ll y on a nonbib lical pattern conte mporary with Smith" (p. 42 1 n. 3 1). He sees the four-step pattern as
"( 1) Revival Gat he ring (Mosiah 2); (2) Guilt -Ridden Falling
Exercise (4: 1-2a); (3) Pet iti on for Spiritual Emanci pation (v. 2b);
and (4) Ch risloiogical Abso lution and Emotional Ecstasy (v. 3)"
(; b;d.).
Metcalfe then remark s that "some have atte mpted to assert
comparisons between Lehite rel igious awakeni ngs and anc ient
Hebrew ritua ls" (p, 421 n, 3 1), referring to, but neglecting the
strengths of, valuable studies by Welch, Nibley, Ostler, Ricks, and
Tvedtnes,84 and ignoring other stud ies such as those by Welch on
the farewell address fo rm 85 and on the complex interwoven ch ias~

83 The closest that the New Approaches essays come to ad mitting that
anything exists to suppon the Book of Monnon are David Wrig ht's ack n owl~
edgment that the Book of Mormon contains "notable mailers of sty le" and unidentified "striking parallels" 10 antiquity, and Ed Ashment's clai m that the lack
of "direct evidence" has compelled Mormon apologists to argue from "parallels"
(p, 374), While they do not constitute proof, don' t the elaborate paraliels
deserve an explanatio n? On the other hand, if the question is, "How well do the
apologists explai n the successes of New Approaches?" the answer can be found
by listening ill on the ongoing discussion.
84 See 10hn W, Welch, "King Benjamin's Speech in the Context of
Ancient Israelite Festivals" (Provo, Uf: FARMS, (985): Hugh Nibley, An
Approach (0 (lie Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Desere! Book and FARMS,
1988). 295-310: Blake Ostler, 'The Book of Mormon as an Expansion of an
Ancient Source," Dialogue 20 (Spring 1987): 66- 123 , Stephen 0, Ric ks, '"The
Treaty-Covcnant Pallern in King Bcnjamin's Add ress (Mosiah 1-6)," BYU Studies 24 (Spring 1984): 151-62, John Tvedtnes, " King Benjamin's Speech as a
Feast of Tabernacles," in By Swdy and Also by Faith: Essays in Honor of Hugh
W. Nibley. ed, John M, Lundquist and Stephen D. Ricks, 2 vols. (Salt Lake City :
Deseret Book and FARMS, (990), 2:197- 237,
85 John W, Welch and Daryl R, Hague, "Benjamin's Speech: A Classic
Ancien! Farewell Address," in Reexplorirlg tire Book of Mormon. cd, l ohn W,
Welch (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1992), 12(}..22.
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tic structures,86 and Thomasson on kingsh ip.87 He defe nds the
pri orit y of his reading by asserti ng that nineteenth-century camp
meet ings were modeled after the Israelite Feast of Tabernacles . He
also leaves us to wonder why the anc ient studies prov ide a fa r
more comprehensive set of parallels to the ancient convocations
than does comparison with the ni neteenth-ce ntury sou rces.
Nib ley's chapter alone, "Old World Ritual in the New World" in
An Approach to the Book oj Mormon, includes a thirty-six-step
pattern, versus a four-step pattern in Metcalfe. 88
Reluctant to confront directly the undeniably more co mprehensive account by "traditional ists," Metcalfe shifts his ground
and anc hors hi s account to a "key" anomaly, claiming that traditionalists need to show "neophytes of any culture S.C.E." experi enci ng a" 'revival' conversion."89 Th is begs the quest ion of
86 John W. Wclch."'A Study Relati ng Chiasmus in the Bool; of Mormon
to Chiasmus in the Old Testament, Ugaritic Epics. Homer, and Selected Greek and
Latin Authors" (M. A. thesis. Brigham Young University. 1970).
87 Gordon C. Thomasson, 'The Complex Symbolism and Symbolic Complex of Kingship in the Book of Mormon," Journal of 80ak of Mormon Sll~dies
211 ( 1993): 21-38.
88 Welch. "King Benjamin's Speech." 25 n. 42, summarizes NibJey's
points as:
the proclamation. transfer of kingship. assembly around the temple.
taking a census. bringing firstlings and offerings. giving thanks for
deliverance. dwelling in tents around the temple, the king speaking
from a tower, the call or silenlium and teaching of the mysteries, hai ling [he king. homage by the people to the king (which Benjamin
rejects). cleansing from sin. acclaiming the king, recounting the story
of creation. the king's ritual farewell and descent into the underworld
(which Benjamin refers to as a literal event soon 10 occur), choirs,
ensuring succession to the throne. promises of pe."lce and prosperity,
the preservation of records. God preserving his people. promises of
never-ending happiness, divination of the future, a day of judgment,
fa lling to the ground before the king, seeing all men as equals. the
closing acclamation. making of a covenant. receipt of a new name.
begetting of the hu man race, concern about standing in the proper
place, having a seal. recording names in a register, appoi nting priests
to remind people of their cove nant. and dismissal.
89 Interested p:uties might gain useful perspectives on "revival conversion'" from Ihe discussion of rebirth in Sianisiav and Christina GroL Beyond
Death: The Gules of Consc iousness (London: Thames and Hudson, 1980). 23 ~
31.
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whether" 'reviva l' conversion" is an appropriate descripti on of
the Mos iah account, sidesteps serious consideration of the more
comprehens ive studies assembled by FARMS, and ignores the
potential effect of trans lat ion fac tors on the language llsed.90

Fruitfulness (A lma 32:36-41)
Particularl y persuasive arguments can be developed if
the new paradigm permits the predict ion of phenomena
that had been e ntirely unsuspected while the old one
prevailed .91

Despite Hutchinson's attempt to discredi t Sorenson for assuming historicity (p. 10),92 there are sound methodological reasons
for making historicist assumpt ions. The most obv ious reason is. if
you do not risk the ass umption, you don't do the work . If yo u
don't do the work , you don't see the fruit. A survey of the classic
examples of "frui tfuln ess" in Book of Mormon study shou ld
incl ude, among other th ings, John Welc h's discovery of c hi asmus
in the Book of Mormon and Allen Chri ste nson 's subsequent discovery of the form in Mayan texts. 93 Nei ther discovery, of course,
proves historicity, but nevenheless both discoveries represent phenomena consistent with historicity which any successful theory
mu st eventuall y account for. Both discoveries represent phenom+
ena that no one but a believer would ever look for. Regardless of
the assumptions that provoked the work, such discoveries shoul d
be considered with due respect by any accounting of the Book of
Mormon.
In New Approaches, the findings offered by Metcalfe o n
nuances of a Mos iah -ftrst translation, Dan Vogel on a n t i ~Un i ver
sal ist rhetoric, and Mark Thomas on the for ms of the sacramental
covenant purport to be consistent with a nineteenth-century

Even Melodie Moench Charles refers to Nibley's and Ostler's discuspossible translation fac tors (94-95).
Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. 154.
Ashment makes the same argument (p. 374) .
93 John W. Welch, "Chiasmus in the Book. of Mormon," lJYU Studies 10.
1969,69-84. See Allen J. Christenson. "Chiasmus in Helaman 6:7- 13." i n
Reexploring tile lJook of Mormon, 230-35 .

90
sions of
91
92
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origin. This represents the skeptic's side of the "fruitfulne ss"
process.
With ri val schools of thought offering the fruits of their labors,
we are faced with cont radictory findings. As individuals, we have
to weigh the significance according to the various values under
consideration in this article. Only David Wright among the contributors to New Approaches ever alludes to the need to weigh
cont rary findings. (In a footnote he refers to "some striking co in cidences between elements of the ancient world and some notable
matters of ... sty le" [po 165 n. 2J, but he regards them as less
"key" than his anachronisms. I would prefer that he identified
what even he concedes is so striking and notable so that I cou ld
get a better idea of how he operates the balance scale.)
However, in my view, theories which assume hi storicity have
Ihc advantage when I must weigh contrary findings. As a modern
translation of an ancient prophetic document, the Book of
Mormon can easily accommodate various translation and transmission factors. The ancient world contain s more unknowns than
the nineteenth century , and therefore, conclusions regarding what
existed in the distant past must be morc tentative. We need only
cons ider the revolution in biblical studies subsequent to the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, and the more recent revolutions in
Mesoamerican studies pertaining to the decipherment of the Maya
glyphs, and the recognit ion of the prevalence of war in Mayan
cultu re. Such revoluti onary events in sc holarsh ip leave us room to
expect further en li ghtening discoveries. The view of the Book of
Mormon as a nineteenth-century document has much more to
explain in order to accommodate the presence of ancient-set:ming
aspects. Given the unusual circu mstances of its ori gins, why
should there be something, and not nothing?

Simplicity and Aesthetics (Alma 32:28, 42)
SimplicilY is sought both as a practical advantage and as
an intellectual ideal. This includes not only simplicity
of mathematical form, conceptua l simplicity, and a
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minimum of independent assumpt ions, but also an
aesthetic element. 94
Consider two simple description s of how the Book of Mormon
came to be. Joseph Sm ith prov ided one:

Moroni, who deposited the plates in a hill in Manchester, O ntario County, New York, be ing dead and raised
again therefrom, appeared unto me, and told me where
they were, and gave me directions how to obtain them.
I obtai ned the m, and the Urim and Thummim with
them, by the means of which I translated the plates: an d
thus came the Book of Mormon. 95

In New Approaches, Larson offers "plagiarism" (p. 132) as a
simple exp lanation of the similarity between the King James Version and 3 Nephi 12-1 4. Unfortunately for Larson, this initial
simplicity begins to grow extra heads as soon as we consider the
kind of subtle nuances in 3 Nephi 12- 14 that John Welch dis·
cusses in his chapter on "The Differences between the Ser mon s"
in The Sermon ar the Temple and the Sermon on the Mount.
A ltho ugh, to the casual observer, most of them see m
in significant or meddlesome, a closer exami nation
shows that most are quite meaningful and subtle. The
difference s are consiste nt with the introduction of the
Sermon into Nephite culture, with its covenant-making
context, and with dating the text to a time before when
the suspected factional alterations o r additions were
made to the Sermon on the Mount.96
And as soon as we move to the surrou nding context of the
sermon in 3 Nephi, we get extra arms and legs that " pla g iari s m"
does nothing to explain . If Joseph worked blindly, why the com·
plex paralle ls to ancient year· rites, the accurate details of cata·
strophic earthquakes and volcanoes, the inclusio n of the Hebrew
pesher leaching. and the themes of the early C hristian forty·day
and descen.Hls literatures? If Joseph plagiarized. where did he get
94

Barbour. My/ll.f. Models. and Paradigms. 92. Alma tal ks about the word
delicious. precious. sweet. and pure.

bcin~~ood.

TPJS. 119.

96 Welch, Tile SermOlI ai/he Temple , 11 2.
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the stuff? Even apart from the weakness of its exp lanation, the
moral implicat ions of Larson's use of the word "p lagiari s m"
deserve reconsideration in light of the lack of ninetee nth·ce ntury
standards of citalion,97 as well as the Jack of a citation standard
within the scriptures, Does it bother Larson that none of Ihe New
Testament ci tations of Old Testament prophets specifically men·
lions the Septuagint translators, whose effort the authors obv iously
q uoted?
For aesthetics and the Book of Mormon, recall that Alexander
Campbell , on February 7, 183 1, claimed that " It has not one good
sentence in it. save the profamation lsic ] of those sentences quoted
from the oracles of the li ving God, "98 If that were so, we should
not e ncounter Donald Parry's The Book. of Mormon Text Reformatted According to Paraflelistic Patterns, or other literary studies
of the Book of Mormon by Eugene Eng land, John Welch, Ange la
Crowell , Donald Parry, Alan Goff, Bruce Jorgenson, and Richard
Rust. all of which highli ght the aesthet ic sophistication and beaut y
of Ihe Book of Mormon. The recent volu me on The Allegory of
lhe Olive Tree: The Olive. lhe Bible. and Jacob 5 99 adds more
weig ht for the naysayers to carry,
In New Approaches, Ant hony Hutchinson attempts to argue
againsl Ihe not ion of historicity on aesthet ic grounds. That is. he
paints an ugly picture of what a historic Book of Mormon does,
and impl ies that a ni neteenth·ce ntury Book of Mormon is some·
how more attract ive . Hutc hin son relates the historic ity of the Book
of Mormon to "authoritarian approaches to church governance"
(p, 17).100 The frontispiece of the book makes an appeal to aes97 Sec Dcan Jessee, "Has Mormon History Been Deliberately Falsified?"
Mormon Miscellaneous pampnlet No, 2.
98 Quoted in Francis Kirkham, A New Witness/or Christ in America, vol.
I. 4th cd. (Salt Lake City: Utah Printing, 1967).297.
99 The Allegory 0/ fhe Olive Tree: The Olive. the Bible. and Jacob 5, ed.
Stephen D. Ricks and John W. Welch (Salt Lake: Deseret Book and FARMS.
1994) .
100 Doctrinc and Covenants Section 20 sets out the ru les for Church governance and the standards for Church membership. As an e;(planation of au thoritarian personality types, which arc neither e.,ctusive 10 nor e;(cluded from t he
Latter-day Saint Church, I would suggest thc wonderfully enlightening books o n
the Myers- Briggs Type Indicator (MBTlTh!), such as 01t0 Kroeger and Janel
Thuessen. T\'" r Talk (New York: Ocltll Books, 1988); David Keirsey and Marilyn
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thelies by claiming that the message of the Book of Mormon can
"so metimes be obscured by polemical use of the book as a
prooftext for elitist and in stitutional agendas over personal rel ig·
ious experie nce,"IOI Hutchinson prefers that we no longer use
the Book of Mormon "as an apologetic argument or sign of the
uniqueness of Mormonism and warrant of its authority and truth·
fulness" (p. I). He claims that "maintaining Book of Mormon
antiquity" supports such un-Christian-like behaviors as "absolute
religiou s certainty" (p. 14; cf. Alma 32:35-36) and such funda-

mentali st ideas as " inerrancy" (cr. Title Page. I Nephi 19:6. and
so forth),I02 "l iteralism" (cf. 2 Nephi 11:2-4; Moses 6:63), support of "authoritarianism" (cf. Alma 30:7, II; D&C 121:41 ,43),
and "false certitude, self satisfact ion in one's own sectarian
advantage" (p. 15; cf. Alma 3 1:12-30).

Bates. Please Undemand Me (Del Mar, CA: Prometheus, 1984); Sandra Hirsh and
lean Ku mmerow, Life Type! (New York: Warner, 1989); and Isabel B. Myers,
Gifts Differing (Palo Alto. CA: Consulting Psychologist's Press, 1980). MBTI
measures preferences (akin to handedness) for Extraversion or Introversion. for
gathering information through Sensing or Intuition, for deciding based on
Thinking or Feeling, for living with Judgment or Perception. Pay special attention to the contrast in values between the ESTJ (13% of the population, and a
large majority of the managers) and INT] and INTP types (about 1% each, but
highly concentrated in academia). Indeed. to me it scems that the tensions
between institutional leaders and academics often involve type preferencc issues,
and that a common recognition of this notion could do much to improve communication strategies in both directions. reduce tensions. and increase app reciation
of the "gifts differing" (cf. Romans 12:4--8).
101 New Approaches itself is a polemical prooftext for the elitist agendas
of the authors and publishers. Were I 10 simply bear my testi mony in response.
that is. to pit my personal religious experience over their footnoles and degrees.
would that dcler Mr. Metcalfe and company from their inlent?
102 HUichinson's chargc of "inerrancy" makes no sense in terms of
Mormon scripture and tradition. In New Approoches. Hutchinson (an allusion,
p. II), Kunich (citing Roberts. p. 261). and Matheny (p. 270) at various times
appeal to tradition or authorities to stabilize thc target and thereby defend their
argu ments. In a rccent article. "The Continuing Journey." in SunslOne 16/5 (July
1993): 13, David Wri ght complains that "Sorenson and his readers need not PUI
much stock in Joseph's views about geography: a prophet's words that tradition
values are set aside with relative ease." This complaint is ironic because Wright
is arguing that we make a far more profound adjustmenl. Why retain some of
Joseph' s speculative vie ws about geography whilc rejccting the historicity of
the Book of Mormon?
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You can find such auitudes among the Mormons, and become
obsessed with them if you like, but as the references I've added
show, Hutc hin son commit s a lamentable misdiagnosis in perceiving the Book of Mormon as caus ing whal it pl ainly attempts to
cu re. He would do well to read Eric Hoffer' s class ic The Tm e
Believer, which describes eruption s of rigid and dogmatic indi vidual s a mong variou s sccu lar and rc ligious groups a ll throu gh
hi sto ry.IU) For the negati ve results of thei r attitudes we can not
scapegoat the Book of Mormon, but must look to oth er cau ses . In
the end, Hutchinson 'S attempt to paint belief in historicity ill)
aestheticall y unpleasant fails for me because hi s painting is inaccurate.

Future Promise (Alma 32:41)
The issue is which paradig m shou ld in the future guide
re searc h on problems many of which ne ither co mpet itor can yet clai m to resolve completely. A dec isio n
between alternate ways of practicing science is call ed
fo r, and in the circ umstances that deci sio n must be
ba sed less on past achievement than on futu re promi se .
. . . A dec ision of that kind can o nl y be made o n
faith. 104
The disagreements about the Book of Mormon represented by
New Approaches and the FARMS response is not j ust between
ri val groups of scholars, but between competing world views. The
issues ;If(~: Which community, if any, has authority ? Shoul d
prophets take their license for seeing fro m the co mmunit y of
secular sc holars? Must we have sec ular academia 's permi ss io n to
10) Eric HoFfer. The Tme Believer (New Yorle Harper and Row, 195 1). nle
strength of the ''True Believer" mode is the leal such persons possess, with an
accompa nying willingness 10 sacrifice all things. if necessary, for the cause.
Hoffer claims that no mass movement ever succeeded without such people. The
weaknesses of [he mode derive from its rigidity. the tendency to pol:lriled thinking. and brill Ie background e:>tpectations. True believers can demonstrate what
Joseph Smith referred to as a zeal that is not according to knowledge. A number
of the most vocal critics of the Church are former true believers. who. when their
too-brittle faith shatters. become true antibclievers.
104 Ku hn. The SlnKllire of Scientific Revolwions. 157-58.
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believe? Is personal sp iritual experience valid? Can we ignore
scholarly and scientific opinion and survive as a faith? Can a
believer apply the tools of scholarship in the service of faith ? What
kind of faith should we have? Should we lake seriously the Book
of Mormon as a testament of Christ? Where do we go to exercise
our faith in Christ most appropriately? What, if anything, in this
life deserves our commitment? Where is the greatest future promise?
From the beginnings of Mormonism. the Book of Mormon
has always been the defining phenomenon that both sets us apart
and holds us together. So it comes as a surprise that Hutchinson
denounces the notion of the Book of Mormon as "a sign of the
uniqueness of Mormonism and warrant of its authority and truthfulness" (p. I). Hutchinson seems troubled by the notion of
"prophets who know not only God's will but also know the past,
[and] the future" (p. 14). Never mind that Book of Mormon
prophets, especially Alma, take care to remind the reader that they
do not know everything that God does, and that they are often left
to their ow n reasoning and opinions (for exampl e, Alma 7:8).
Hutchinson complains that a historic Book of M ormon "supports
the authority of' prophets in the believing community (and I
agree), that such authority is necessarily authoritarian (but 1 disagree), and that those who support those authorities relieve themselves of "responsibility for decisions and for heeding the voice
of Jesus" (p. 15, and here I di sagree completely). The best quotes
on the topic of individual responsibility and Church authority
come from Joseph Smith and Brigham Young.
We deem it a just principle ... that all men are created
equal, that all have the privilege of thinking for themselves upon all matters relative to conscience. Consequen tly , then, we are not disposed, had we the power, to
deprive anyone of exercising that free independence
of mind which heaven has so graciously bestowed upon
the human famil y as one of its choicest gifts. \05
I do not wish any Lauer-day Saint in this world, nor In
heaven, to be satisfied with anything I do, unless the
105 TPJS. 49.
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Spirit of the Lord Jesus Christ, the spirit of revelation,
makes them sati sfi ed. \06
How ofte n has it bee n taught that if you de pend
e ntirely upon the voice, judgment and sagacity of th ose
appointed to lead you, and neglect to enjoy the Spirit
for yourselves. how easil y you may be led into error,
and finall y be cast off to the left hand?I07
Hutchinson depicts Mormoni sm as so mething that is closed,
ri gid, and unpromi sing if it retains belief in the Book of Mormon .
I see Mormonism as open-e nded, fl exible (if fru strating at times),
and promi sing because of the Book of Mormon . He could cite
anecdotes to support his view, as I can to support mine. But which
of our examples should be paradigmatic? It is rather like asking
which story about King David most clearl y illustrates the principles of faith and righteousness- that with Goliath, or that with
Bathsheba? If you really know what the gospel is, both stories
have their time and place.
The ri valry between prophets and skeptics as developed in
New Approaches has a long hi story . The Book of Mormon gives
us in Alma 30 the enlightening debate with Korihor. In Th e
Ancient State, Nibley's essays on the Sophic and Mantic prov ide
an expansive perspecti ve, especially with his disc ussion of Oedipfls
Rex and the trial of Socrates, and the lengthy notes co mparin g
modern and ancient arguments, showing the timelessness of ce rtain issues .108 In Th e World and the Prophets, Nibley showed the
transition from Manti c reve lati on to Sophi c scholastic ism in earl y
Chri sti anity. I09 Daniel Peterson calls our atte nti on to simil ar

106 i D 3:45.
107 iD 8:59: for conlrast in leadership styles. see an article by Carl Sagan
in Parade M agazine (7 February 1988): 6. in which tlc quotes Rudolf Hess fro m
30 Ju ne 1934: "One man remains beyond all criticism, and tha t is the Fuhrer.
This is because everyone senses and kno ws: He is al ways right. and he will
always be rig ht. The Nation:!1 Socialism of us a ll is anchored in uncritical loy·
alty, in a surrende r to the Fuhrer,"
108 Nibley, The AIZI; ieflt State, 311--478.
109 Hugh W . Nibley. The World ant! the Prophets (Sal\ Lake City: Oeserel
Book and f ARMS. 1987).
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rivalry and Iransi tion in Islam .! 10 Contemporary with Joseph
Smi th , Ralph Waldo Emerson in his surre nder to academia fall s
into the same pattern- literalism sundered by contemporary
scholarship, 1 I 1 and then the unhappy seeker turning to my st icism l1 2 and philosophy in order to salvage some meaning in
life,I13 In Eng land, just before Joseph Smith's lime, the visionary
Engli sh poet William Blake (who had occasion to consider the
worth of his personal reli gious experiences as set against the
arguments of such Enlightenment figures as Thomas Paine and
the Godw ins) provided his view of the same ri valry:
Obey thou the Words of the Inspired Man! ...
The Negation is the Spectre, the Reasoning Power in
Man ....
To cast off the idiot Questioner who is always questionmg.
But never capable of answering; who sits with a sly grin
S il ently plotting when to question, like a thief in a cave;
Who publi shes doubt & calls it knowledge; whose Science is Despair,
Whose pretense to knowledge is Envy: whose whole
Sc ience is
To Destroy the wisdom of ages to gratify ravenous
Envy.1 \4

Given such historical precedents, I don't see much future
promi se in siding with the Sophic skeptics. But then , what does the
1 J 0 Daniel Peterson. "Introduction:' Review of Books on rhe Book of
Mormon 4 ( 1992): Ixiv n. 162.
1 II Carl Bode and Malcol m Cowley, ed .. The Portable Emerson (New York:
Vikin~. 1981). 600- 601.
I 2 Ibid .. 11.
113 Note the about.face in "Threnody," ibid .• especially 661-63 . I s hould
say that 1 regard Emerson as an inspired leacher. Indeed, comparing Joseph
Smith and Emerson is euremely rewarding. I denote such seeking by Emerson.
o r anyone else. as a "salvage operation" to recognize the sense of loss and disi l·
lusio n that precedes hi ~ effort and periodically haunts him; I do not demcan what
he found in his searc hing. BUI, despitc the light you can gct from Emerson and
his valid inspirations, you do n't get Doctri ne and Covenants L
114 William Blake, "Millon," in Bluke's POl'f/)' and Designs (New York:
Norton. 1979), 303-4 (platc 40, lines 29. 34; plate 4 1. lines 12- 17).
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study of Book of Mormon historicity provide that is more promising than study of the Book of Mormon as fraud or insp ired fiction? For me, light and urgency.
First consider the issue of light. Hutchin son calls for us to
"stop talking about the Book of Mormon' s antiquity and begin
reading its stories, considering how early Mormons would have
understood them and relating their context to our own" (p. 17). I
agree that study of how the early Mormons understood the text is
important, and I do agree with Ms. Charles that they often understood the text differently than we do. That said, in my e:<perience,
c urrent study of the Book of Mormon 's antiquity has often
revealed how earl y Mormon s misunderstood the stories: while 'M!
need to respect their understandings, we should not feel bound to
them .
Inasmuch as they erred it might be made known; And
inasmuch as they sough t wisdom they might be
instructed .... And inasmuch as they were humble they
might be made strong, and blessed from on hi gh, and
receive knowledge from time to time. (D&C 1:25-28)
Talk about antiquity provides a far greater sense of immediacy and urgency when it comes time to liken the stories to ourselves. For example. it is one thing to consider the notion of you r
own death in the abstract, as an inspired fi ction. But when death
confronts you personall y in history and becomes a literal presence
in your life, when the thief places a gun against your head and for
the third time asks for something you cannot give, or when your
doctor says, "We need to cut," or when your car begins to slide,
or a solemn voice on the telephone makes the announcement that
a loved one has seen his or her last mortal moment, death takes on
an entirely different face- immediate. urge nt, and demanding a
respon se. One 's value system undergoes a sudden shock . In my
experience, in those moments when the Book of Mormon gains in
hi storic plausibility, it conveys this kind of immediacy and
urgency (as Alma says, "Is thi s not real ?"), demanding a personal
response.
Potentially, of course, someone who sees the Book of Mormon
as inspired fi ction , even as a myth (in the sense of a myth as a
transcendent story- not as a fa lsehood), should be able to provide
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an illuminating reading by focusing o n teachings. the vivid rele·
vance of the slories, or the subl ime ]i(crary aspects. The truth of
th e parables of Jesus does not depend on their historicity, but o n
their resonance in the life of the listener. While it has nothing to
do with history, Shakespeare's King Lear hits me with such a profound urgency that I must consider it an inspired work.115 In
some questions of biblical historicity, as with the Jonah story, to
fret about the dimensions of the whale's throat is to miss the point
entirely and bury the immediate relevance of the story in trivia. 116
And consider the mileage Joseph Campbell gets by likening various myths to crucial issues that arise in the course of our lives. But
when a Joseph Campbell or Shakespeare or Jesus has the ski ll and
insight to inject a mylh, a scriptural story, a play , or a parable into
your personal history. the stories cease to be pure fiction becau se
they literalize around your ex.perience. Symbols cease to be mere
abstractions when they connect to your own hi s tory .1 17 In such
cases, the stories provide both li g ht and urgency .
But. as it happe ns, o nly Dan Vogel in the Metcalfe volume
actually looks at a story "considering how the early Mormons
would have understood" it. However, hi s intent is not to bring any
sense of immediacy and re le vance, but to make the tex.t seem
remole and abstract, to show the Book of Mormon as merely a
reflection of obscure theological debates about dead issues, hold 1I 5 See Eugene England's marvelous "Shakespeare and Ihe At Onemenl of
Jesus Christ," in Why Ihe Church Is as True as lhe Gospel (SaIl Lake City: Book·
craft, 1987),31 - 51. Although England argues that "the scene at the end of act 4.
where Lear" and Cordelia reach full at onemcnt
. is the play's true climax, a
spiritual fulfillment and redemption that transcends the agonizing losses of the
fiMI act" (ibid., 42-43). Professor Birenbaum at San Jose State University
taught me to see Lear's transformed character shining through the losses of the
final act as the hean of a daring theodicy. If indeed, "Ripeness is all," then when
Lear has lost everything earrh/y. we should be forced by the tragic outcome to
consider whether what has become of Lear matters nearly as much as what he has
become. He lost the world, but what has he gained? In a subsequent essay,
England offers insights on the profound significance of Lear's final words. See
Eugene England, The Quality of Mercy (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1992). 10.
116 See the insightful reading by LeGrande Davies, '"Jonah: Testimony of
the Resurrection:' in isaiah and lhe Prophe15, cd. Monte Nyman (Provo: Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University_ 1984),88-104.
117 Even Nephi recommends that his readers "liken"' t.he scriptures to themselves. Sec 2 Nephi 11 :2.
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in g no more interest today than does the ancient debate about the
number of angels that could dance on the head of a pin . If I
accepted Voge l's conclusions at face value, I'd fi nd the Book of
Mormon less relevant, less mean ingful , less urgent. New
Approachel" offers less, not more. The urgency . the light, the li fe.
and the atte ndant future promise are lacking .
The fruit that Hutchinson offers is the chance to see scriptu re
as "stopgap medi cines that help us endure a sometimes pai nful
condit ion, ... rai se our sensiti vity and desire to serve, help us to
find moral courage withi n ourselves, and make some sense, however fleeting, of ou r li ves. " 118 I find such patentl y entropic fr uit
unappetizing and unpromi sing.
In contrast to Hutchin son's "stop-gap medicine," Al ma
offers up a fruit that swells the sou l, e nlightens the understanding,
ex pands the mind, and is therefore real and discernible, precious
and sweet above all that is sweet, and ulti mately able to fi ll us so
that we neither hunger nor th irst (A lma 32: 34-42) .

Section 2
Limits to Perspec tive
Reason, or the ratio of all we have already known , is not
the same that it sha ll be when we know more. l 19
We have discussed the "c ri teria of assessmen t" for paradigms,
and noted that they do not provide ru les for choice, but function
as values. As values. such criteria can be appl ied differentl y b y
people wh o agree on them. The diffe rence in applicati on comes
from four specific limits on human perspective. I ' ll discuss these
lim its and prov ide examples of how they function for seveml of
the auth ors in New Approa ches. Although I introduce each issue
under a scparate heading. all four limits interact with each other
and fun ction simu ltaneou sly.
118 Anthony Hutchi nson, "A Mormo n Midrash1 LDS C reation Narratives
Reconsidered." Diu/og lle 21/4 (Winter 1988): 70. For my res ponse. see Kevi n
Christensen. "New Wi ne and New Bott les: Scriptural Sc holarship as Sacrament:'
fJia/og ue 2413 (Fall 1991): 12 1- 29.
t 19 William Blake, '1 ncre Is No Nat ural Re ligion." in Bluke's Poelry and
Desiglls. 15. punctuation added.
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I cannot di sprove every c laim that these authors make, but I
can show that their conclusions, like everyone else's, a/ways
in volve issues of temporality, selectivity, subjectivity, and COnlext.
This is important because the key illusion that Sophie minds want
to sell is that they have reached their conclusions with complete
objectivity. that they have faced things as they really are, and that
we would all be better off if we deferred to them in all things. The
Sophie il1usion is designed to shame those who would otherwise
hold to their iron rods and liahonas. It supposes that paradigms
drive only an opponent's science, scholarship, values, or beliefs;
that one's own view is pristine, unfiltered. objective, and certain .
The secular version of this illusion is heady and intoxicating, but it
is only the pride of the world and is therefore without foundation.
The same illu sion has its cou nterpart in religious life, and the
Book of Mormon relates the story of the Rameumptom (Alma 31)
as a cautionary tale for the Saints. With the passing of time, such
pride must always fall .

Temporality
All is as one day with God, and time only is measured
unto men. (A lma 40 :8)
And [ was led by the Spirit, not knowing beforehand the things which I should do. (I Nephi 4:6)
I perceive that ye are weak, that ye cannot understand all my words ....
Therefore, go ye. . and ponder upon the things
which I have said
. and prepare you r minds for th e
morrow. (3 Nephi 17:2-3)
We are rime bound. The historical context in which we live
makes a difference in the availability of information and the co nceptual frameworks upon which we must base our judgments.
Remember that in one of the first attacks on the Book of Mormon.
Alexander Campbell protested the account of the Nephites building a temple away from Jerusalem. Nibley 's "Howlers in the
Book of Mormon" gives several examples of how this and other
similar problems have been rendered obso lete by subsequent dis-
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coveries.!20 More recentl y. the discovery of the name of Abmham
in Egyptian texts contemporary with the Joseph Sm ith papyri has
thrown open doors that c rit ics had thought full y barred for over a
hundred years. 12 1
But te mporality limits our perspective in ways ot her than the
mere availability of information. We require time to discover,
absorb, and evaluate knowledge and experience. In a very literal
sense the know ledge we gain over time changes what we see.
Lookin g at a con lour map, the student sees lines on a
paper, the cartographer a picture of a terrain . Looking
at a bubble-chamber photograph, the student sees confu sed and broken lines, the physicist a record of familiar subnuc1ear events. Only after a number of such
tran sformation s does the student become an in habitant
of the scienti st's world, seeing what the scientist sees
and responding as the sc ienti st doe s. l22
I am deligh ted with the way Nibley began hi s talk , "The Book

of Mormon: Forty Years After," reminding us that even after decades of close study, more preparation and another readin g ca n
prov ide '·a new book."123 It is important to re member (as
Me lodie Moench Charles notes) that the earl y Sai nts often read
the Book of Mormon differently than we do, 124 j ust so long as ~
remember that different is not neces sari ly better. Sore nson's work
on inte rnal geography provides a so lid exa mple of this poim . For
a tl the old opinions about Book of Mormon geography that have
120 Nioley, Tire Prophetic Book of Mormon. 243-58.
121 l ohn Gee, '·References to Abraham Found in Two Egy ptian TellIS,"
Insights (Se ptember 1991): I, 3; John Gee. "Ab raham in Ancient Egyptian
Tellts,"· Ensigt! 22 (July 1992): 60-62.
122 Kuh n. The StruclUre of Scit!nlijic Revolulions, III; cr. also James
Burke. Tire D<IY Ilrt Unil'trse Clranged (London: British Broadcasting, 1985),
309. which includes several provocative cllamples, It is also worth contemplating the fasc.ina ting 3D illusions in the Magic Eyes books from N. E. Thing
Enterprises.
123 Nibley. Tire Prophetic Book of Mormo/r . 533.
124 See Gr:lnt Underwood, "The E:lrliest Reference Guides to the Book of
Mormon : Windows into the Past:· Journal of Mormon HiSlOry 12 (1985): 6889. and Grant Underwood, ·'Book or Mormon Usage in Early LOS Theology:'
Dial()~/jf' 17 (Augutmn 1984): 34- 74.
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been quoted to counter Sorenson, no one has res urrected any rigorous Book of Mormon research that upholds those opin ions. The
ev idence suggests that they supposed they understood and did not
ask.
Until Jo hn Welch's work, no one saw the temple in the Book
of Mormon ,125 and many scholars considered the lack to be
prime evidence for a lack of continu ity in Mormon teachings
between the early Saints and the Nauvoo era. Welch's observations. in this case, utterly reverse the significance of the for mer
arguments, making the Nauvoo era a culminatio n of the original
promise of the Book of Mormon, rather than a break from its
teachings.
Led by a new parad igm, scient ists adopt new in strumen ts and look in new places. Even more important ,
during revol utions scientists see new and different
things when looking with fami liar instrume nts in places
they have looked before. 126
Kuhn' s c hapter on "The Invisibility of Revolutions" would
have provided a better context for understanding the issue that
C harles call s "present ism" in the Church, a tendency to project
curren t beliefs into older times. In her New Approaches essay, Ms.
Charles reminds us that not o nly did the earlier Saints sometimes
read the sc riptures differently than we do, but that our texts often
do not account for such shifts in historical perspective. However,
Kuhn shows Ihal each paradigm shift, whether in science, o r
re ligion, brings 10 the rewriting of hi story an insistent conceptual
reframing and associated pedagogical imperatives. 127 So, when
considering the not io n that Mormon understandings change, 'M!
should do so in light of the way all histories adjust to acco mmodate a new unde rstanding . This process has been recognized so
recently that ex ploration of how to write histories that account fo r
such " reframing" has just begun. And each hi story that is written
may in turn be subject to a subsequent reframi ng. For example,
how will the New Mormon hi story accommodate Jo hn Welch's
125 C r. Welch. The Sermon at the Temple.
126 Kuhn. The Structure of ScietUijic Revolutions. 111.
127 Ibid .. 136-43.
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work on the significance and central ity of the temple in the Book
of Mormon when it di scusses the development of the temple in
Latter-day Saint history?
Where Ms. Charles describes the common not ion amo ng
Mormons that "God would not permit righteous people who
desire to know the truth to seriously misunderstand" (p. 103), we
ought to realize that such reasoning, however compelling, has no
empirical support. After all , Jerem iah , cenainly a righteous person
and earnest seeker, could ask the Lord, "wilt th ou be altogether
unto me as a liar, and as waters that fail?" (Jeremiah 15: 18). The
book of Job raises the issue of a righteou s man misunderstanding
God , as does the Gethsemane story in the New Testament, speaking of Peter. In the Book of Mormon, 3 Ncpl:i 15: 18- 24
describes the issue of the "other sheep" and says that the Old
World discip les misunderstood. Doctrine and Covenants 1:24- 28
desc ribes the prophet s as involved in an open-ended process of
learning, goi ng from "their weakness. after the manner of their
language," and suggests that "inasmuch as they erred. it might be
made known ; and inasmuch as they sought wi sdom , they might be
in structed ." The Book of Mormon prophets insist that the scriptures include both the inspiration of God and human weakness.
Our ability to obtain light from the scriptures (as from the
Ch urch) is related to ou r capacity to accept the divine in spiration
without co ndemning the human weakness, trusting the Lord to
make weak things strong (Ether 12;27) in hi s own due time.
Funhermore, when Ms. Charles di scusses the biblical beliefs at
the time of Christ and before, she should consider the possibility
that the same "prescntism" that she sees in Latter-day Saint
accounts could have also been operating in the same invisible way
in the composition of the Bible as we have it, just as " prese nti sm"
must operate in the current scholastic interpretation of the Bible.
Eugene Seaic h's monograph An cien t Texts and Mormonism l28
128 Eugene Scaich. Ancient TexIS mill M ormo/lism (Sandy. Uf: Mormon
Miscellaneous. (983): his unpublished A GreQ/ Myste ry contains muc h more
information. Publica tion is long overdue. Also see J. Philip Schaeling, ''The
Western Tellt 01' the Book of Acts: A Mirror of the Doctrinal Struggles in the
Emly Chri sl ian Church" in C. Wilfred Griggs. ed., Apocryphal Wriling.f (IfId Ihe
U llltr.(/{,y Sc,iIllS (Provo, U1: Religious Studies Cenlcr. Brigham Young University. 1986). 155-72.
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explores ev idence for Ihe nOli on that the Bible texIS periodica lly
underwent thi s same ki nd of conceptual overhaul , a Mosaic
Reform and a Deuteronomic Reform, whi ch involved de liberate
harmoniz ing of texts to accord with chang ing doctrinal und er·
standings. A biblical lext that has cha nged over lime, and that is
understood differentl y at different times, does not provide a
complete ly o bjective standard fo r co mpari son.
Regarding how each ind ividual deals with the ways that te mporality affec ts our approach 10 crisis issues, whether this o r that
aspect of the scriptures, or thi s or that issue in Latter-day Saint
soc iety, looks implausible or undesirable. the sc riptures provide a
comfo rting promise with regard to the resolution of the crisis.
And if men co me unto me I will sho w unto th e m
the ir weakness. I give unto men weakness that they may
be humble; and my grace is sufficient for all me n that
humble themselves before me; for if they humble
themselves before me, and have faith in me, then will I
make weak things become strong unto them. (Ethe r
12:27; cf. Isa iah 54: 14- 17)
If anyone find s the current case against the Book of Mo rmo n
to be personall y troubling, he or she should try to gain a little pe rspect ive by considerin g how poorly prio r attacks have fared with
the passage of time. 129 While you wait fo r resolurion on one issue,
you can always occupy yourself with another thai seems mo re
immediate ly promi sing.

Selectivity
" (One) of the most se lf-ev ident characteristics of the
conscious mind [is that} the mind attends to o ne th ing
at a time." ... Wh y the mind chooses to focus o n o ne
object to the seclusion of all others remains a mystery.
But one thing is clear: the blocked-out signals are the

129 Sec. for example. Francis Kirkham. A New Witness fo r Christ in Amuiea. vol. 2 (Independe nce: Zion Printing and Publishing. 1951): Lester Bush.
"'The Spauldi ng Tncory Then and Now." FARM S repri nt. 1977; Welch.
"Answering B, H. Roberts's Questions,"
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unwanted ones, and the ones we fa vor are our
"de li berate choices."130
The very writing of a paper is a matter of selection and
emphasis. Some of the arguments in New Approaches, such as
Ashment's discussion of translation issues, I do not select for
emphas is because I don 't know anything about languages. Some
issues I pass over for a lack of interest, time, or resources; so me
because I don' t have a good answer yet, and some because better
qualified peop le have already responded . 131 Even though eve ry~
one's pi cture of the Book of Mormon depends on a co nsiderab le
se lectivity, any believer can compare what he or she find s to be of
greatest value in the Book of Mormon and in supportive sc h olar~
ship wi th what the New Approaches authors select fo r emphasis. In
co mparin g such differe nt select ions, we can make inferences
about why we see what we see.
For example, when Hutchinson sets out to discredit Nibley, he
selects for consi derat ion four pages of Nibley 's work on names
from Since Cumorah, and of that four pages, he tries to emphasize
as represemative somethin g Nibley threw in "just for fun " (p. 9).
Hutchinson pai nts a pic ture of "Ni bleyesque labor" with
"d ictionaries, concordances, and lexica," and "tak in g any language in any dialect in an y time" in order to make parall els. The
picture is not mean t to inspire confidence, of course. But how
accurate is the picture? Nibley reports that his labor included con~
sultation wi th William Albright, the great biblical scholar and
archaeolog ist, and Klaus Baer. Nibley's instructor in Chicago. 132
That doesn't make him right on every occas ion, but it suggests to
me that Ni bl ey acts morc responsibly than Hutchinson would have
us Imag llle.
Ashment is more ambi tious than Hutchinson, targeti ng
Nibley's best work on names, and also goi ng after vari ous authors
who ha ve written on Hebraisms. Regardin g Ashment's cri tique of

130 Hugh W. Nibley. "Zcal without Knowledge:' in Approoching Zion (Salt
L<lkc City: Descrct Book and FARMS. 1989). 63- 64. partially citing Nigel
C<I!dcr, The Milul 0/ Mall (London: British Bro~dcasli n g. !(70). 25.
131 See Rel.iew o/Boob Ol! Ihe Book 0/ Mormon 61! (1994).
132 See Hugb W, Niblcy, T('lIchi/lgS of Ihe Book vf Mormon: SemeJler 2
(Provo, UT : FARMS. 19(3).422.
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these authors, I do nOI see the issue as crucially dec isive. As a nonspecialist, my best response is to give thin gs time, to watch the
course of the ongoing discussion, and not to lose sight of the bi g
pic tu re. I )3
However, right away, even a nonspecialist can notice some
te lling things about Ashme nt' s selectivity. He does not choose to
confront Book of Mormon ev idence of He brew poetic form S:
prophetic form s. ritual practices, law, and imagery, all of which are
more interesting and meaningful th an Ihe nu ances of grammar
and less subjective than philol ogy. When confronting the wordprint studies. he first goes after Larson, Rencher, and Layton,
spending two pages attacking their assumptions, and the n moves
to dispose of John Hilton 's work, almost as an afterthought, by
claiming that Hilton has made the same assumptions (pp. 37274). Hilton 's wo rk had superseded the efforts of the Renc her
group, and involved signifIcant effort to deal with most of the
assumption s that Ashment criticizes. With regards to Hilton,
Ashment 's selectivity, insinuation, and silence are examples of
rhetorical sleight of hand . When Ashment says "No documents of
known attribution exist outside of the tex t of the Book of
Mormon for any of the di sputed authors" (p. 372), he fai ls to
acknowledge that accordi ng to the Spalding Theo ry, the Rigdon
theory , or the Cowdery theory , Joseph Smith himself is one of the
di sputed authors.
In dealing with styli stic features of the text, Ashmen! frequently cites biblical precedents for Book of Mormon phrases, but
he never raises the issue of the degree to wh ich the biblical phrases
are formulai c, sometimes depende nt on non biblical sources or
conceptual precedents. In cri ti cizing John Welch 's suggestion that
the phrase cluster " Lord God Omnipotent" was distinctive to
King Benjamin 's speech, Ashment explains it all by pointing o ut
that the phrase first occu rs in the Bible in Revelation 19:6,1 34 and
says "the di stribution of the phrase suggests that Smith used the
133 Sec essays by John Tvedtnes. John Gee, and Royal Skousen, in Review
Q l1 fhe Book of Mormon 6/1 (1994): 8-144.
I 34 It has many conce ptual precedents e lsewhere. For example, under
"God." the Cambridge Bible Dictionary in my Lauer-day Saint edition of the
scriptures says that very early on, a common litle for deity is " El Shaddai" which
is translated as "God Almighty."
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idiom frequently while it Willi fre sh in hi s mind" (p. 368).
Ashment cites a "potpourri " chapter in Welch's Reexploring the
Book of Mormon , neglecting Welch' s much more challenging and
comprehensive treatment of ritual and literary issues regarding the
di stribution of the same phrase in the 1985 FARMS paper, " King
Benjamin's Speech in the Context of Ancient Israelite Festiva ls."135 In light of the context provided in the 1985 paper,
Ashment 's glib "fre sh in hi s mind" assertion explain s liule or
nothing about the composit ion of Mosiah . He strains al a gnatsized phrase while swallowing the camel-sized comp lexities of the
co ntext.
Hu gh Nibley 's response to Ashment' s effort in Sunstone l36
still Slrikes me as appropriate with respect to the issue of selectivity
in hi s own or anyone' s work. Nibley said. "There are lots of
thIngs that Brother Ashment pointed out that I should have
noticed ; but I notice I could point out lots of things that he has
not noticed." I37 The recognition of our inevitable selecti vity
should lead to a degree of tentativeness and tolerance in the community and greater awareness of the question. "Wh ich problems
are more significant to have solved ?"

Subjectivity
For the things which some men esteem to be of
great worth, both to the body and soul , others set at
naught and trample under their feet. ( I Nephi 19:7)
Our perception of proport ion and significance is subjective.
relative to emotion and preconception , desire and fear. I find it
strikin g that all the argument s given by scriptural people who
rejected the prophet s reflect measures taken against either fear
(that is, submi ssion to preconceptions-something "perfect" no t
to be challenged) or desire (emotional ideals, and not to be threat135 See especially 33- 36. ·me same materia! appears in Welch·s '·The
Temple in the Book of Mormon:· in Temples uf the Ancient Wurld, ed. Donald
w . Parry (Sail Lake Cily: Desercl Book and FARMS , 1994),357- 59.
!36 Edward H. Ashmcnt. 'The Book of Abraham Facsimiles: A Reap.
praisal:· SUfiS/mIl' 4/5- 6 ( December 1979): 33--48.
137 Ilugh W. Niblcy. 'Thc Facsimiles of the Book of Abraham: A
Rcsponse:· SIIII.\·/OII/' 4/5- 6 ( December 1')79): 51.
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ened).138 Beuy Edwards points out thal the effects of fear and
des ire are built inlo ou r perceptions.
Most of us le nd to see parts of a form hierarchica lly.
The parts (hat are imporrant (that is, provide a lot o f
information), or (he parts that we decide are larger, o r
the parts we th ink should be larger, we see as larger
than they actually are. Conversely, parts that are unimportan t, or that we decide are smaller, or that we think
should be smaller, we see as being smaller than they
actually are. 139
Which current proble ms or so lutions demonstrate the course
to take in the future? The question s you ask shape your answers.
If you say of Joseph Smith, " Is his inspiration perfect?" and,
therefore. promising in light of your present capacity to judge that
inspiration, you have also arranged to make the appearance of
imperfection decis ive. If you say , "Is hi s inspiration ideal ?" and,
therefore, promising in light of your current desires, you have also
arran ged to make your wants decisive. But if you say, "Is his
in spiration real?" you begin to participate in the way Alma rec 4
ommends. You can start with a single seed, and the first sign of
growth and life is enough to show the future promise, in spite of
any imperfections you see or frustrations you may have.
While those who accepted the biblical prophets often experi4
enced the same conflicting fears and des ires as those who rejected
the prophets (for example, see John 6 and 9), the difference in
perception comes in a wi llingness to challenge what one fears b y
both experiment and faith (Al ma 32, Matthew 7, and John 9) and
a willingness to risk one's desire by say ing " thy will be done"
even while honestly expressing one's urgent protests. Some dis 4
coveries, like new wine, must be placed in new bottles to preserve
th em. Those who refuse the new wine, who refuse the test and
138 In other words. res istanee to trulh always reduees 10. "It·s not what I
think" or " 11's not what I want": see also J05eph Campbell, The Power of M yth
(New York: DoUbleday. 1988). 140. Fear and Desire arc the two guardians of the
Buddhist lempte; the Buddha has \0 move through them to achieve e nlighten ment.
139 Betty Edwards, Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain, rev. ed. (Los
Angeles: Tarcher, 1989), 134.
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insist the old is better, forego any c hance of escaping the bounds
of their tradit ions. Those who fear to test their traditions may
never come to compre hend their true va lue.
The New Approaches authors take care to inflate the significance of their studies, and to play down the studies by historicists,
just as their opponents take care to do the opposite. I' ve already
described how Larson's perspective fall s from his training, and
how Kunich labors to infl ate his problem. David Wright remarks
thaI the best rational historic ist response to the apparent anachroni stic re lation between Alma 13 and Hebrews 7 involves a hypothetical common source. He then argues against suc h a com mo n
source based o n a list of improbabilities for suc h a text (pp. 2047). My initia l response, which served until Joh n Welch and John
Tvedtnes got around to providing a broader range of comparisons
involving other Melchizedek sources, I40 is that the Book of
Mormon it self is remarkably improbabl e, much more improbable
as it stands. than the requ isite common text.
Arguing against the historicity of the text, Wright says,
;' Logica l-even Iheological---<::onsistency indicates that it is
unlikel y that these chapters [Al ma 131 would be [Joseph Smith's1
compos ition while others would be anc ie nt " ( p. 207). As it happens, the same log ic functions in the othe r direction in c hallenges
such as Nibley's: " It wou ld have been quite as impossible for the
most learned man ali ve in 1830 to have written the book as it was
for Joseph Sm ith . And whoever would account for the Book of
Mormon by any theory suggested so far-save one- must completely rule ou t the first forty pages." 141 And so we cannot avoid
the larger pictu re that we su mmon when we ask the paradigm
questi on. "Wh ich problems are more significant to have solved?"
In spite of the various problems that the New Approaches
authors seize upon to celebrate, none have provided a comprehensive and coheren t explanation of the Book of Mormon as a
strict ly contempo rary text. No suc h explanati on exists. Compared
to the problems that a historic Book of Mormon solves, are the
unso lved problems that important? Believers can assume that a ny

140 Sec essays oy Welch and Tvcdtncs. in Rel,iew of Books on the Book of
Morm on. 145-86. 8-50.
141 Niblcy. Lelli illlirl' DI'J'eft, 123.
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curren t puzzles can be solved eventually, that all truth will fit imo

one great whole.

Context
There is none other people that understand the things
which were spoken unto the Jews like unto them, save it
be that they are taught aft er the manner of the things of
the Jews. (2 Nephi 25:5)
W hatever we observe takes meaning from the context in which
it appears. A single word may be understood differently depending on its placement in a sentence, on the c ulture in which it is
written. and the intellectua l and spiritual background the reader
brings. Yet New Approachel' contains recurring assertions about

the "plai n meaning of the text" (pp. 10,264,279, 321. with only
Thomas offering a serious caution about mi sinterpretation, p. 55).
Thi s should set off a larm bells in the reader's mind because there
is no such thing as the plain meaning of the text. As S . I.
Hayakawa puts it, "To a mouse, cheese is c heese. That is why
mou setraps work." 142 Context can transform meaning e nough to
make the difference between life and death . 143

I have expe rienced many tran sformati ons in "p lain meaning"
through an enhanced context. The transformation of "p lain
meaning" in Doctrine and Covenants 19 should be a classic
ex.ample for Mormons:
Nevertheless, it is not written thaI there shall be n o
end to thi s torment, but it is written endless torment, ...
. for Endless is my name. Wherefore-...

! 42 A recurring Iheme in S. I. Hayakawa, lAnguage in Thought and Action.
41h ed. (New York: Harcoun Braee Jovanovich. (978); conlraSI Hutchinson
(p. 10). 'The queslion arises, when is a cow not a cow, whcn is non h nOI
nonh?" What we see here is a mousetrap 031 work.
143 "Derrida givcs as an example of undecidabi lity Plato's frcquent prcsentation of writing as a drug. pharmakon. The Greek word can mean either 'poison'
or 'cure' and. as with a dru g, which way is laken (translated) makes a lot of difference:' Madran Sarup. An /,,'raduclory Guide /0 pos/·Structuralism wid Post·
modernism. 2nd ed. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1993).52.
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E nd less pu nishmen t is God's punishment. (D&C
19:6, 10, 12)
Mauhew 13: 13- 18 illuminates the d iscuss ion of context, both
for the fo rm and the content. Just as the usual prose format hides
a disti nct poetic fo rm, the theme suggests that fam iliar stories a nd
everyday content can conceal hi dden meanings.
Therefore speak I to them in parables:
Because they seeing see not; and heari ng they hear not, neIthe r do they understand.
And in them is ful fi lled the prophecy of E.<>aias, which
sailh.
By heari ng ye shall hear, and s hall not unde rsta nd;
and seeing ye sha ll see, and s hall not perceive:
For thi s people's heart is waxed gross,
And their ears are dull of hearing,
And thei r eyes they have closed;
lest at any time they shoul d see
with their eyes,
And hear wit h thei r ears,
And shou ld understand with thei r heart. a nd
shou ld be converted. and J shou ld heal them.
But blessed are your eyes for they see, and your ears,
for they hear . ..
Many prophets and righ teous men
Have desi red to see those things which ye see; and have not
seen the m; and to hear those things which ye hear and have
not heard them.
Hear ye therefore the parahle of the sower.
Notice the urgent recom mendation to the disci ples to trul y
hear the parab le of the sower. Regarding th is key parab le, Jesus
remarked, "Know ye nOI this parable? and how then will ye know
a ll parab les?"(Mark 4: 13). The most obv ious message of the p ar~
able of the sowcr is thatlhe same seeds (words) can produce vastly
di ffe rent y ields depending on the soi l in which they are planted.
Isaiah's formu laic warni ng about hav ing "eyes, but not seeing," should temper any reliance o n one fina l "plai n meani ng o f
the text." But Isaiah's oft-qu oted warn ing becomes more mea n-
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ingful only as you pass through the experience of repeatedly
having a fam iliar text tran sformed l44 and sometimes retransformed by various contexts. In another essay, 1 ill ustrated this
experience of transformat io n of meaning by comparing a doc umentary reading of the Noah sloryl45 with the amazin g unitary
read ing in Isaac M. Kikawada and Arthur Quinn's Before
Abraham Was. !40 In this paper I've cited the transformation
wrought by John W. Welch's temple reading of 3 Nephi. And
there have been many others making striking contributions. 147
Those who have experienced such transformations can better

apprec iate Ian Barbour's observation that a paradigm "makes a
difference not on ly in one's attitudes and behavior but in the way
one sees the world . One may notice and value features of individual and corporate life which one otherwise might have overlooked."148 Theory influe nces both the selection and the significance of the data-anomaly appears, with resistance, against a
background of expectation. 149
Returning to Ihe Book of Mormon, consider the implications
of the Egyptian context that Nibley provides regarding the phrase
"wh ite and de light some" and the contrary "dark and loath144 Some of my personal favorites include Jolene E. Rockwood. '1'he
Redemption of Eve." in Sisters in Spirit. eel., Maureen U. Beecher and Lavina F.
Anderson (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987); Welch. The Sermon at
the Temple; Hugh W. Nibley. The Message of the Joseph Smith Papyri (Salt
Lake City: Dcseret Book, 1978), 243. on Jacob's embrace. Hugh W. Nibley's
"The Thrce Facsimiles from the Book of Abraham" (Provo. UT: FARMS, 1985).
53-56, for me transformed the book of Abraham cosmology. He notices. among
other things, that an ancient name for Canopus was Kalb).
145 Richard E. Friedman, Who Wrote the Bible? (New York: Harper and
Row, 1989), 54-59.
146 tsanc M. Ki~awada and Arthur Quinn. Before Abraham Was (San Francisco: Ignatius. 1989): cr. Kevin Christensen, "A Response to David Wright on
Hi storical Criticism." Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 3{1 (1994): 74-93.
147 Other examples that transform familiar texts in mind-expanding ways
should include such things as England on "Shakespeare and the AI Onement or
Jesus Christ,": Truman Madsen, "The Olive Press," in The Allegory of Ihe Olive
Tree. 1- 10: Nibley on Pharaoh' s curse in Abraham 3:22-27 as due to his matrilineal descent from Noah, not his race, a key reading in Abrairam in fgypi (Salt
Lake City: Deserct Book. 1981). 133-36, 188-90.
148 Barbour. M)'ths. Models, and Paradigms. 56.
149 Kuhn. The SlruClUre of Scielllijic Revolutions, 64.
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so me ," 150 In Ne w Approaches. John Kunich claims that "si nce
the Nephites are consistentl y described as 'w hite: there could
have been litt le intermarriage between Nephites and the darker
skinned inhabitant s" (p, 263), The Egypt ian contex t tran sform s
the " plain " meaning of the text, removing rac ial implications and
subst ituting cultural and moral implications. Th is cultural context
is completel y absent. not just in Kuni ch's paper, but also in
Rodney Turner' s attempt at a defin itive essay, "The Lamanite
Mark ,"15!
Hutc hinson warns against the danger in " ridding the tex:t of
its plain meanin g" (p. 10), When I consider the profound implications that a contex:t like Nibley 's has for context-free efforts by
be lieve rs, such as Turner's essay, and then cons ider that Hutch in son wants us to "stop talking about the Book of Mormon 's antiquity " (p. 17), I conclude that opponents of historicity may be
robbing us of the plain meaning of the tex:t by denying us access
to the most Illuminating contexts .! 52
For ex:ampl e, conside r Dan Vogel 's effort to treat the Book of
Mormon in light of "Anti -Universa li st Rhetori c" (pp, 21 - 52), Of
all the things Dan Vogel could have se lected to mention about my
response to a previou s book , he selects only one point of mine to
c rit icize (this time. at least)-a point I confess I made rather
weak ly, regardi ng hi s identificat ion of Corianlon as a Un iversalist,
At the time I had made no background reading in Universalism,
but was skeptical of Voge l' s ce rtitude and grou nd s for such an
ide ntification as a comprehensive exp lanat ion. Vogel builds hi s
e ntire art icle for New Approaches on an identity between co nte mporary debates about Uni versalism and the Book of Mormon .
Hav ing recent ly done some reading about Uni versalism, I now

150 Hugh W. Nibley, Teachings of the Book of Mormon: Semester I
(Provo. UT: FARMS, 1993). 15. 1&5-&6.436. Also compafe the equivalence of
··pure·· and "white" in Daniel 12: 10. and the change fro m "while" to '·pure" in
va rious cdilions of 2 Nephi 30:6.
lSI Rodney Turner. 'The Lamanile Mark:· in The Book of Mormo/I: Secom/
Nt'flhi. Tht" Doctrinal Slrud ure, ed. Monte S. Ny man arK! Charles D. Tate, Jr .
(provo, UT: ReJigious Studies Center, Brigham Young University, 1989), 13357.
152 Compare Sorenson's remarks in An Ancient American Selling, 355. As
a believer, he scck~ nOl proof. but greater understanding.
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better understand the grounds for his identification, but remain
skeptica l with respeci to the comprehensive explanation.
In my previous review, I noted that Vogel is highl y selective,
partial to c losed-system comparisons, and that he tends to resolve
textual and historical ambiguity towards whatever appears to discredit the Book of Mormon. 153 Dan Peterson 154 and Grant
Underwood l5 5 have observed the same tendencies in their
responses to his other works.
It seems a good strategy to deal with Vogel by moving to
open up the hi storical comparisons (in Ihis case to biblical precedents) and 10 nOle certain oddities in the Book of Mormon text
that other research has brought to light and that present problems
for hi s argument .
The key points in Vogel's comparison of anti-Universalist
rhetoric with the Book of Mormon involve the conte mporary parallels to various of Alma's teachings to Corianton, and paralle ls to
the stories about Nehor and his followers. Indeed, nearly contemporary with the translation of the Book of Mormon, the big
buzz within Universalist circles came to be called "The Restorationist Controversy ." Consider the following points in judging the
significance of Vogel's parallels.
Universalism was not a phenomenon confined to Joseph
Smith 's time . Vogel does notify the reade r that the notion of universal salvation has had a long history , and that some of the key
figures in the modern movement based their teachings in part on
writings they found in Origen and 1 Clement (both of whom spent
a lot of their days in the library).' 56 The Universalists and their
153 See Kevin Christensen. review of Dan Vogel. Indian Origins and the
lJook 0/ Mormon , in Rel'iew of Books 011 tile Book of Mormon 2 ( t990): 214-

57.
I S4 Daniel C. Peterson, "Notes on Gadianton Masonry," in Warfare in the
Book of Mormon. ed. Stephen D. Ricks and William 1. Hamblin (Salt Lake Cit y:
Deseret Book and FARMS, 1990). 174- 224 .
1S5 Grant Underwood. review of Dan Vogel. ReligiOUS Seekers and the
Adl'ent 0/ Mormonism. in BYU St udies 3011 (Winter 1990): 120-26.
156 Ernest Cassera. cd .. Universalism in America: A Docwnentary History
(Boston: Beacon, 196 1). 141--42 . Also sec Martin S. Tanner, " Is There AntiUniversalist Rhetoric in the Book of Mormon?" Review 0/ Books on tire Book
of Mormon. 611 1994. pp 41 8- 33. Stephen Thompson takes issue with Tanner's
reading of an Egyptian passage. in Dialogue 27/4. 204.
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critics were biblica lly oriented people who debated Bible issues in
a vernacular heavil y innuenced by Bible language. Bible lan guage
is, in tum, heavily formu laic, with authors widely separated in time
free ly qu otin g and paraphrasing each other. The Bible is, amo ng
other things, a history of people sayin g the kinds of th ings peop le
say, and doi ng the kind s of th ings people do. Because of this, even
afte r thousands of years, even across many cultura l gaps, we find
many of the stories compre he nsible and relevant.
For ex amp le, in introduc ing the reader to rhetorical criticism,
Voge l quotes Leland Griffen on the "crystall ization of fundu *
mental issues . . [and] a time, very likely, when invention runs
dry, when both aggressor and defendant rhetorici ans te nd to
repeat the ir stock of argument and appea l" (pp. 22-23). Nibley's
essays on the Soph ie and Mantic should serve as powerful nOli ce
of just how far back certain stock arguments can go and how con*
stant they can remain . I 57
Voge l cites " Ne phi 's characterization of a latter·day group
with the m OllO, 'eat, drink , and be me rry' (p. 29) as typical antiUniversalist rhetoric," and in this case Vogel inc ludes refe rences
to I Kings 4:20; Ecc lesiastes 8:15; Isaiah 22: 13; Luke 12: 19; and
I Corinthia ns 15 :32. The altitude is an ancie nt one (I believe it
appears in Gi lgamesh),158 but Vogel nevertheless wants us to see it
as a distinctive feature of Uni versalists as perceived by their o ppo·
nents during Joseph Smit h's time .
Voge l reminds us that eve n the earliest Latte r-day Saint co mmentaries on the Book of Mormon called Nehor a Universalist,
" like ning" what they saw to themselves. Yet nothin g that Ne hor
does in the Book of Mormon would seem unusua l to Isaiah,
Jeremiah , or Ezekie l, all of whom vent conside rab le anger agai nst
ri va l teache rs, particularl y those who preached for profit.
I have seen al so in the prophets of Jerusa lem a n
horrible thi ng: they commit adultery, and walk in lies:

157 Nibley. 11It' Allci!'fll SIIII/!, 3 t 1--478.
[n the Assyrian version. Siduri says: .'0 Gitg:lffies h. fill your belly.
ffitlke merry day and night. make each day a festival of joy. Dtlncc and play day
and night"" in Semitic Mythology: The. MYlh%KY of Ali Races. vo l. 5 ( Boston:
Jones. 1994), 234-69.
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they strengthen also the hands of the evi ldoers that
none doth return from his wickedness ....
They say still unto them that despise me, The Lord
hath said, Ye shall have peace; and they say unto every
one thaI wa lketh after the imagination of his own heart,
Naevil shall come upo n you. (Jeremiah 23: 14, 17; cf.
Isaiah I; Jeremiah 7:8-9; 11:8; 18:8- 12,20; 2 1:8. 14 ;
Ezek;el 7:3; 11 :2 1; 13:22; 18:2 1-32).
Likewise, litt le or nothi ng in Corianton's arguments and behavior
seems oul of place in his immediate Hebrew heritage. The story of
Eli 's sons reported in 1 Samuel 2:22-25 provides a good example.
Vogel cites the lezebel in Revelation 2:20-30 in compa rison
10 Corianton's Isabe l (p. 37 n. 14). This is because Dan Peterson,
in his "Notes on Gadianton Mason ry," had specul ated on co n ~
nections between the name Isabel and the Jezebel in I Kings . 159
The urge to compare Alma's Isabel to the Jezebel in Revelation,
rather than the one in I Kings, does show Vogel's preference for
even the appearance of an anachron istic borrowi ng, even when a
viable alternative exists. Notice that Vogel bypasses comment on
my ci tation of Nibley's observation that "Isabel was the name of
the Patroness of Harlots in the religion of the Phoenic ia ns." t60
Nibley's suggest ion has implications fo r the issue of whether
"Un iversalist" provides a comprehensive and coherent label for
Corianton, or whether he fits an anc ient context better. Corj an~
ton's public apostasy and his participat ion in the sexual rites of a
pagan cu lt wou ld involve a system of beliefs and pract ices that
diverges dramaticall y from Universali sm. Also recall Sore nson's
observation that Mesoamerica "con tai ned a relig ious syste m
comparable in important ways to that of the Canaani tes . The
religious ideals and behavior transmilted by the cont inuing
Mesoamerican population would resonate with the natu mlistic,
159 Peterson. "Notes on Glldillnton Masonry,'· 215-16 n. 22. Peterson's
article skewers another of Vogel' s attempts at an environmental account-i n
that case, an argument that the term "secret combinations'· referred exclus ively
to Masons.
160 Nibley. The Prophetic Hook 0/ MormOll. 542; also Nibley, Teachings
of the Book. of Mormon: Semester 2, 468.
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Baalist e lements in the minds and li ves of the less faithful in
Lehi 's and Mulek' s groups." 161
In denounci ng Corianton's in volvement, Alma uses the term
"abomi nable" in a manner entirely consistent with Jeremiah 2:78, 4 : I, 8: 12, and Ezekiel 16, where the O ld World prophets fought
against the Baalist practices .
Voge l says that the Boo k of Mormon argument (2 Nephi 2)
that " fear of puni shment is a moti ve for obed ience to both civi l
and di vine law . . . makes the same po int th at one Methodist made
in 1820" (p. 33), This point. of course, is al so very ancient a nd
very biblical. De uteronomy says, "Behold, I set before you th is
day a blessing and a curse; A blessi ng if you obey the commandme nts ... and a cu rse if ye will not o bey" (Deutero nomy 11 :2628). Vogel's poi nt abou t whether the Lord wou ld save peop le in
their sins or from theiT sins (pp. 34-35) likewise involves pre valen t biblical themes (Jeremiah 7:5- 15, 21 : 14; Ezekiel 18,33).
In response to my doubt that Uni versalism was behind
Corian to n's concern about foreknow ledge of Chri st's comin g l62
and his worry about the resurrecti on, Vogel remarks ambig uo us ly
that "Uni versali sts were heterodox; in thei r theology" and '"Many
Uni versalists in Joseph Smith 's day were also Unitarians" (p. 37
n. IS). Actuall y, Cassera's Universalism in America quOies Abn er
Kneeland in 1833 as say ing that "U ni versali sts be lieve in the resurrectio n of the dead ."163
Vogel's most imposin g parallels in volve the nin eteent hcentury arg uments about restorati on, given that Al ma lectures
Corianto n at length on the same topic . Neverthe less, Alma 's
teac hin gs about " restoration" recall biblical themes and fit co mfortab ly with the Old World background (Ex;odus 2 1:23- 24:
De utero no my 11 :26- 28; Jeremiah 2: 19: 17;10; Ezekiel 18:2 130).164 Vogel's Uni versalists focused on a rest itution passage in

161 Sorenson. A" Ancielll Amnica" Sl'Iling, 2 18.
162 Note that Isaiah spends much effort tryi ng to convince Israel about
God's fore knowledge (Isaiah 41:22; 46:10; 41l:3-6). which suggests that some
people doubted God's forcknow ledge.
163 Cassera, U";I'erS(llism in America, 166.
164 Note that Alm~ expresses himself in poetic forms common to ancient
Israel. but unusual among the modes of di.~coursc in Joscph Smith's day: Parry.
The Bovk of MorlllOtl Te.\"/ Rt'formrlltt'd.
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Acts 3:2 1 (p . 40), bUI the Acts passage parallels Isaiah I :26, which
does use the word "restore."
Alma's emphasis on restoration is not o nly biblical, but al so
consistent with the reports of the Life Review (or Encounter with
Deeds) reported in near-death experiences throughout history.165
One of the early Un iversali st teachers in England (Dr. George de
Benneville 1703- 1793, born to French Huguenot parents) based
some of his ideas on what a modem researcher would immediately
call a near-death account. 166 However, neither the Universalists
nor thei r c ritics (other than Mormons) cared to resolve the issues
by referring to a contemporary revelation (as Alma does).
Impressed and challenged by the Deist thinkers. the dom inant
Universalist teachers based their arguments on Reason. 167
Vogel' s main argument requires that we see Alma as using
anti-Universalist rhetoric against Corianton in relat ion to the main
anti-Universalist issue regard ing the endless duration of future
punishment for mortal sin . Yet, Alma 's own teachings pl ai nly
affinn the notion of temporally limited punishment. Alma's own
"eternal torment" (Mosiah 27:29) in an "everlasting burnin g"
(Mosiah 27:28), when encircled about by the "everl asting c hain s
of death," lasted for three days (A lma 36: 16, 18).168 Likewise,
Zeezrom experiences " the pains of hell " (A lma 14:6) for a limited time.
Vogel clai ms that the Book of Mormon argues for a doctrine
of endless duration since puni shment is "as eternal as the life of
the soul " (A lma 42:16; p. 44). Yet this passage can be understood
as referring to the existe nce of just puni shment and blessing
through eternity, rather than the infinite and endless application of
such .
Vogel cites Book of Mormon references (pp. 36, 45) that
. and
indicate the wicked "shall go away into everlasting fire
their torment is as a lake of fire and brimstone. whose flame
ascendeth up forever and ever and has no end" (2 Nephi

165 See Christensen, "Nigh unto Death:' 14-17 .
166 Cassera, Universalism in America. 7. 53-54.
167 Ibid .. 6, 8.
168 Christensen, "Nigh unto Dc'lIh." 6--7: also consider Doctrine and
Covenants 19.
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Vogel quotes Hosea Ballou's Un iversalist argument
against traditional interpretations to the effect that "the never
ending fire was 'a state of great trouble of mind , in consequence
of conscient ious guilt ' (p. 45). Vogel fail s to observe that Alma
agrees and makes it very clear that the imagery sy mbolizes th e
torment that comes from a personal sense of gu ilt (Alma 12: 1415: 36: 17; also Jacob 6:9; Mosiah 3:25).
Ironicall y, Vogel pits Alma against Elhanan Wi nchester
( 175 1- 1797), the leader of the " Restorationi st" faction of Universalism, who op posed Murray's radical Universali sm (p. 42).
But rather than being anti- Universalist, Alma's teachings see m
more consistent with Winchester's restorati oni st position. Some
parallels shoul d be natu ral because both Alma and Winchester
draw on bi blical precedent s. Addit ionall y, Winchester had bee n
inn ue nced by Ben neville's near-death vision, which again would
te nd to supply certain parallels to Alma.
The lens provided by Vogel' s anti-Uni versal ist context creates
the misreadin gs here. At the beginning of his essay, Voge l had
cl ai med that he would "disc uss the Book of Mormon in its nineteenth century context without necessarily making concl us ions
about its histori cit y" (p. 2 1). Further, he reasoned that the
"question of the Book of Mormon's hi storicity becomes seco ndary when the rhetorical critic seeks to understand the boo k's
message to its fi rst readers" (ibid.). However, by neg lecti ng the
ancient contex t and the biblical bac kgrounds, Vogel draws unjustified concl usions about the historicity of the Book of Mormon.
Because he has not exa mined the ancient context, he has no
ground s fo r demonstrati ng that his data are significant, and he ca n
prov ide no compari son to show that his paradig m is better. By
forcing the tex t into the contex t of the nineteenth-ce ntury anli9: 16).169

It

! 69 Note too that the imagery is neither original nor unique to Revelation

20: cf. Christensen. review of Vogel. Indian Origins. 244-45; also Deuteronomy 2:23. Likewise. the Parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16: 1- 31)
has deep roots in o tder lite rature (see Blake Ostler. '·Abraham: An Egypti:m Connection·' IPrnvo. lIT: FARMS. 198JJ. 3-4) and in Ihe physical landscapes
(Nibley. uhi in rile Dnal.46). For hellish imagery in general. see Stanislav
;md Christina Grot". BeYOIu.1 De(llil: The Gmes of C/JIIscioltsnen· (London :
Thames and Hudson. 1980).
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Universalist debate. he frequenlly misreads the message, and
unde rcuts the significa nce of the text for modern readers.

Perspectives in Summary
Post modern criticism has been fond of pointing Qut that, du e
to the uncertain relationship between the sy mbols of language and
the things signified, the dependence of logical arguments on
paradi gmatic metaphors, and the existence of "opposition in all
things," any reading of any text can be deconstructed, and the
deconstructi on can be deconslrucled ad infin itum. 170 Nevertheless, despite some extreme post-Modern assertions, some readings are obv iously beUer than olhers. The existence of bener
readi ngs-indeed, I suspect, the ex istence of communi cationultimately fall s not to any determining factors in language. but to
the operation of the same basic constraints on meaning that Kuhn
identifies as operating in the sciences, and that Alma depicts as
supporting faith. And if you take such ideals as "accuracy of key
predictions." "comprehe nsiveness and coherence," "simplicity
and aesthetics," and "fruitfu lness" and use the m to guide yo ur
selectivity, subjecti vity, and te mporality, what you obtain shou ld
be a progressively better context, and a better reading. althou gh
never a final or exhaustive meaning. That is why Alma takes pain s
to remark that even when you have a testimony, your kn owledge
is not perfect, and you must continue nouri shing the seed (Alma
32:29, 38),

Section 3
Concluding Thoughts on the Enterprise
To be accepted as a paradigm, a theory must seem better than its competitors, but it need not, and in fact, it
never does, explain all the facts with which it may be
confronted ,I71

170 Sadrap, An Introductory Guide 10 Post-Structuralism arul Past-Modernism, 50-54.
171 Kuhn, The S/rucrure of Scientific Revolulions, 17- 18.
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If any and every failure to fit were ground for theo ry
rejection, all theories ought to be rejected at a l~
times,ln
Several years ago, as we discussed ou r very different reactions
to o ur explorations in Latte r-day Saint controversies. a friend of
mine of shattered faith asked, "How can you know what you
know. and believe what you believe?"
Several of the New Approaches auth ors describe the proble ms
they confront in terms of an array of facts that somehow speak for
themselves. For example, Hutchinson talks about an "ev idencedespising stubborn support of Book of Mormon antiquity"
(p, 15), My argument is that, contrary to what Hutc hinson imagines. at issue are not self-ev ident fa cts, but paradigms, John Welch
illustrates thi s as part of hi s response to David Wright's essay in
New Approachel':
My artic le. entitled the " Melchi zedek Material in Alma
13: 13- 19," covers much of the same ground , works
with virtually the same texts, c ites and analyzes almost
the same schol arl y literature pertaining to Melchizedek,
but reac hes a much different conc lusion ,I73
Alma wou ld say, at issue are not the words, but the so il in
whi ch you planl the seed. Alma makes an important compari son
between people who want proof so that they will simply and
finally " know ," and those who are content to work with "cause
to believe" (see Alma 32:18-21). Ashmenl claims that, in the
absence of "direct ev ide nce," apologists argue fro m parallels
(p.374). Ashment is correct in observing that parallels do not
constitute proof, and most believ ing sc holars agree. But we are
j ustified in seei ng the parallels. such as the Hebrew festival patterns
in Mosiah, as "cause to believe ,"
For someone content to find "cause to be li eve" from a variety of criteria. and across a ran ge of experie nce, the process can
be open-cnded and se lf-correc ting, After a ll , once the seed begi ns
to grow, it never retains its initial form . The important things a re
the light that provides vi tal life energy, a ric h soi l in wh ic h to
172 Ihitl .. 146
R"l'iew of lJook.I'

173 Wckh.

<!II

III" flook. of Mormoll 611.169 .
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grow, protection from predation, resistance to choking weeds. s uf~
ficient water to quench thirst. and patience to endure through the
seasons and attain the future promise.
For those who demand to simply and finall y "know" a thing
with respect to a static sel of assumptions, the situation is different.
Alma illustrates the two great dangers by preceding his discourse
on faith with the stories of Korihor (Alma 30), the sk.eptic who
requires proof on hi s own terms, and the Zorami tes (Alma 31), the
worldly true believers for whom all things have been decided
beforehand in terms of group membership and election.

How do we choose a paradigm? What is the process of conversion ? The questions are the same. and Alma 32 conveys the same
essential answer for sp iritual life that Kuhn does for the growth o f
science. with the recogn ition that religious life call s for a high er
degree of personal involvement than does science. 174 We perform
a successful experiment regarding key concerns, and further
investigation enlightens and expands our minds. We make connections between fragmented experiences and knowledge. and
move toward unity and order in our lives. We step inside a belief
system, nourish it with great care, with diligence and wilh patience,
and in doing so, we see things that we never would have seen otherwise. We pronounce the experience delicious and beautiful. We
admit to imperfect knowledge, and yet, on the basis of what we
have experienced thus far, find cause to believe the future promise
that the system holds out for us.
What can go wrong? Why might an investigator reject a true
and li ving faith? Alma 32 again describes the situation .
Bul if ye neglect the tree, and take no thought for
its nourishment, behold it will not get any root; and
when the heat of the sun cometh and scorc heth it,
because it hath no root it withers away, and ye pluck it
up and cast it out.
Now, this is not because the seed was not good,
neither is it because the fruit thereof wou ld not be
desirabl e: but it is because your ground is barren, and
ye will not nourish the tree, therefore ye cannot have
the fruit thereof. (A lma 32:38-39)
[74 Barbour, Mylhs, Models. and Paradigms, 134-37.
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The heat of the s un, in Book of Mormon study, would be
fru st rated expectations and desires. The barren ground would correspond to in valid assumptions, fa ulty methods, in adequate
know ledge. Because our knowledge is not yet perfect, we s hould
ex pect some fru stration from time to time. We can always try
a nother approach on a more promisi ng pl ot of soil. adding
needed nouri s hment through personal repentance, inc ludin g
deeper study, o r wait for the rain of further di scovery .
Does New Approaches offer alternat ive paradigms of faith
withi n Mo rmo ni s m that CQuid serve as a viable "distributi on of
ri sks" fo r some Saints, or as a means of communicating the wo rth
of the sc ripture to outsiders? I have a few friend s in the C hurch
who have been impressed by the sorts of arguments pre sented in
New Approaches but who remain committed to the faith . The message of the Book of Mormon is s uffic iently relevant to co ntemporary life that it s hould be possib le for someone to read it for the
purpose of " likening it to ourse lves" without being concern ed
about hi stori ci ty . Lessons regarding wealth and charity. peace and
war, c rime and government, faith and doubt can be profitably likcned to conte mporary life without reference to the ancient c o ntext. The tcxt o f the Book of Mormon is sufficie ntl y ric h that it
offers al l sorts of poetic forms to ex plore, archet ypal imagery to
in vesti gate. stories to anal yze. and complex themes to unravel. Fo r
instance . the truth va lue of the epi stemology in A lma 32 is indepe ndent of historicity. Such matters could be profitabl y studied
by peop le who do nOl bel ieve Book of Mormon historicity. but
who do have a desire to appreciate our scripture. There is muc h to
appreciate. and I would have been gratified to encounte r s uch
apprec iatio n from whatever source. But of such matters, offered
up so we could learn 10 be more wise than the Book of Mormon
peoples, New Approaches provides liule. Taken as a whole. New
Approaches does not come as an alternative view that d istributes
risk within the faith. With all d ue respect to those contributors who
do keep the fa ith, the book overall has been des igned to provide
an escape fro m that faith .
Kuhn says that the c hoice "between competing paradi gms
proves to be a c hoice between incompatible modes of co mmunit y
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life. "175 This choice between different modes of community life
is exactl y what Hutchinson and Wright suggest for the Mormons.
We are to go from being a community defined by belief in the
Book of Mormon to one defined by adherence to "the critical
method." Rather than accept Joseph Smith as a "standard example" whose life embodies a paradigmatic set of methods and
assumptions. we are to examine the work and personal example of
certain critical scholars whose paradigms they find compelling
(Wright, p. 212). If a paradigm is a "group-licensed way of seeing," they want us to apply for a license administered by another
group.
John Gee made some important remarks on the process

of "conversion" to the critical paradigm: "'This conversion
marked by the acceptance of the historical critical method' is
expected by professors at many graduate schools, who believe
' that after only two weeks in the program, all our doctoral students wou ld assent' to its assumptions and methods."1 76 Gee
re marks that "Not all Mormon graduate students in the Near East
Studies Program [in Berkeley] have 'conve rted ': while Wright and
Firmage may have 'converted'; Stephen Ricks and I have
not. "177
Again, what makes the difference? This cannot be simply a
matter of facing facts. Conversion in either direction always
involves the issues we've been discussing in this essay, that is,
which examples do you accept as paradigmatic, and why?
J do not think that you have to beli eve in the historicity of the
Book of Mormon to find it valuable and inspired, nor do I think
that you must believe in the historicity in the Book of Mormon to
be a Mormon, nor that belief alone suffi ces to make you a good
person, nor that disbelief makes you a bad person. It should be
possible to critique a particu lar reading or approach to the Book
of Mormon without necessarily depreciating the Book of Mormon
as scripture. But while a range of factors in our spiritual lives can
175 Kuhn, The SIr/lelure of Seienlifit" Revo/Illions, 94.
176 John Gee, "La Tmhison des Cleres: On the Language and Translation of
the Book of Mormon" Review of Boou 0/1 Ihe Book of Mormon 6ll ( 1994): 59
n. 23, qUOIing Jon D. Levenson. ''The Bible: Unexamined Commitments of
Criticism," FirSI Things 30 (February 1993): 24-25.
177 John Gee, "'La Trahison des CJeres," 49 n. 23.
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serve to sustain indi vidual co mmitment to a community , we must
recognize that it is the Book of Mormon that defines thi s co mmu nity,
Every community celebrates and re-enacts partic ular
historical events which are cruc ia l to its corporate ide ntity and its vision of reality, 178
" What di stinguished Mormoni sm," writes Richard Bu shman ,
"was not so much the Gospe l Mormons taught , which in man y
res pecls resembl ed other Chri stian s' leac hings, but what Ih ey
be lieved had happe ned- Io Joseph Smith. to Book of Mormon
characters, and to Moses and Enoch '- and later to the pioneers,
during their arc hetypa l exodus to the west]. .. The core o f
Mormon be lief was a con viction about actual events, . . .
Mormonism was hi story, not phil osophy."179
The hi storic ity of the Book of Mormon is just one aspect of
our re ligious ex perience, bU! as the keystone of the faith, it takes
the predominant role in defining the community. Questi ons
regarding the hi storic ity of the Book of Mormon deal with how
much the Mormon community possesses that is above and beyond
that which is available e lsewhere, Th is is how Doctrine and Covenants I :30 ex presses it , definin g the Latter-day Sa int c harter not in
terms of exclusive truth and vi rtue, but in terms of key di stinctions
(D&C 1:22-23. 29-30), whose validity is Signified by the Book of
Mo rm on.
Questions regarding the hi storicity of the Book of Mormon.
then, involve the key issue in paradigm debate: that is, whether our
commun ity prov ides belter descriptions of the di vine nature, better
access to the divi ne, and whether the re li gious problems that
Mormoni sm solves, or promi ses to solve eventuall y,ISO are the
178 Barbour. My/lis. Models. ,md Paradigms, 55.
179 Richard Bushmall, Jost'ph 5111illl (l/ul Ille Beginnings

of Mormonism
(Urbana: Univcrsity of Illinois Prcss, 1984). 187- 88.
180 Doctrinc and Covcllants 1:25-28 emp hasizes [hat MormOllism is
incompletc. socially imperfect. alld no nexclus ive with respect to truth and vi rtue. Jerald and Salldra Tanner have made a carecr of Ilcglccling Ihese points alld
usi llg backgrouml upeclalions for perfection, complelcness. and cxclusivity as
a license to ~corn. 10 "walch for iniquity," and "to make a man an offendcr for a
word ... and turn aside Ihcjusl for 11 Ihillg of nou!;ht" (Isaiah 29:20-21).
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most important ones to have solved. The questions raised in New
Approaches usually have to do with the historicity of the Book of

Mormon, and thereby relate most directly not to issues of faith,
but to community. As Hutchinson puts it:
To the degree we disparage the holine ss and value of
the Book of Mormon, we alienate ourselves from the
LDS tradition and define ourselves as outside of that
tradition. (p. 4)
regard investigation of the historicity of the Book of
Mormon as essential toward developing contexts that unveil the
messages in the text. But notice that Alma, far from offering an
"all or nothing" gospel. invites hi s listeners to begin with" n 0
more than [a] desire to believe," and to apply that desire to even
"a portion of my words" (Alma 32:27). Alma even leaves it to
his listeners to decide on that plantable portion for themselves, and
of the whole of his words he freely acknowledges, "You cannot
know of their surety at first." The important thing is that they
plant something that can grow in their hearts. As long as that portion can take root and grow, we can hope for everything else over
lime.
r do not mind the diversity of thought in Mormonism. I
approve of a distribution of risks. If someone prefers to invest his
or her faith in the community, or in some personal ex perience, or
in the strengths of "eternalism," that is fine with me. Chances are
that someone who anchors his or her faith in community, or the
philosophical strengths of Mormonism, or New Testament study,
or whatever, will develop expertise that I do not have, and will
offer gifts to the community that I cannot.
Likewise, Alma, whose discourse on faith is remarkably consistent with Kuhn 's findings, champions freedom of belief and
makes a contrast between those who simply and finally "know,"
whose beliefs are determined and closed, and those who have
"cause to believe," whose beliefs are constrained by experience,
but open-ended. Again, Joseph Smith opposed creeds, not because
they are false teachings, J 81 but because "creeds set up stakes, and
181 "It dOni [sj~l prove thaI a man is not a good man, bcrause he errs in
doctrine"; see Ehat and Cook, The Words of Joseph Smith, 183-84. Compare
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say, ' Hitherto thou shalt come, and no furt her'; which I cannot
subscribe to."
The most prominent difference in sentiment between
the Lauer-day Saints and sectarians was, that the latter
were all circ umscribed by some particular creed. which
deprived its members [of} the privilege of believing
anything not contained therein. whereas the Lauer-d ay
Saints have no creed, but are ready to believe all tru e
princ iples that e~ i s t, as they are made manifest fr om
time to time. 182
The issue is a quest ion of orientalion---of the wine or the
wi ne-bottle, which has pri ority? You need both to enjoy either.
But should theory, paradigm, or creed determine experience. o r
should experience constrain and determine theory ? In Alma's
terms, do you filter experi ence through what you simply and
finall y "know," or do you accept theories tentatively, and only to
the extent that your ongoing experie nce gives "cause to
believe?" Do you settle for the curren t academic or religious
ort hodoxy, or do you seek for eve r greater light and know ledge?
Creeds make for ri gid background expectation s which im pede
the growt h of knowledge. In New Approaches, vari ous authors set
up stakes on panicular readings with:
• Appeals to the "p lain meaning of the text."
• Appeals to authority fi gures with regard to paradigms o f
translation, geography, and Book of Mormon cu ltures without
regard for their grounds for belief in those paradigms.
• Appeals to the authority of preferred methods,
• Appeals to a current lack of verifi cation on this or that issue,
without considering the importance of other issues which currently have substantial support.
also how such passages as Doctrine and Covenants 88:41 and Mosiah 3:27
sound like what some Mormons might like to thi nk of as creeds. The words don' t
make the c reed: the selling up of stakes and bounds does. In effect. creeds place
you beyond the reach of further light and knowledge-that is, beyond repentance. What could be more abominable'! However. the absence of creeds docs not
imply the absence of constraints-that is. of important considerations.
182 DHC 5:215.
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All too often, the message is "H itherto thou shalt come, and
no further." But as the parable of the wine bottles shows. the
growth in light and knowledge often calls for a new container for
the wine. Hence, when reading important studies by Nibley, or
Rockwood. or England, or Welch, or Bush, or anyone who lakes
me to greater understanding, my paradigm sometimes shi fts, and I
fee l as though scales have fallen from my eyes. But I experience
such changes as expansion, as enl ightenment, not as shatlering and
destructive.
Does a belief in "historicity" involve a creed, a setti ng up of
slakes? A stake is a piece of dead wood that marks out a position.
For me, a belief in historicity has been enl ightening, mind
expand ing. soul en larging. and fruitful. Such experience signifies
not a fruitless piece of dead wood, but the flowering of a tree of
life. I refuse to say "Hitherto thou shah come, and no further,"
but I want to share what I've found because it tastes good and has
great promise.
Hutchinson claims that "we should stop talk ing about the
Book of Mormon 's antiquity and begin reading its stories, considering how the early Mormons would have understood them and
relating their context to our own" (pp. 16-17). If the editor really
accepts Hutchinson's argument, then one might expect some anic1es thai breathe life and relevance into the Book of Mormon narratives. Unfortunately, they provide nothing that gives joy, nothing that expands the mind, nothing that enlarges the soul.
How much attention should we give unsolved problems? In
what forum ? The social dynamic of Mormonism handles that
issue by itself. Those inclined to make inquiries do so, and those
not so inclined encourage us to keep to ourselves until we've got
somethi ng to contribute. The scriptures do recognize four valid
motives for managing access to in formation: (1) pedagogy- when
the information can not be understood without significant preparation or experience (3 Nephi 17:2-3; Hebrews 5:11- 14), (2)
confi dential ity on personal matters (D&C 42:88, 92), (3) sacredness (3 Nephi 17: 17; O&C 63:64), and (4) soc ial danger l83 -this
restriction never app lies to ideas, but onl y to spelling out methods.
183 For example. the Gadianton oaths are suppressed. but not their exislence. funclion. or goals. Sec Helaman 6:25- 26 and Ihe discussion of
Mesoamerican secrel societies in Sorenson. An Ancielll American Selling. 300-
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In formation manageme nt in these cases derives from ge nuin e
love on the part of the tcacher and free consent on the part of the
student. Fu ll know ledge remains available to those who seek it.
Our scri ptures cau tion all of us against limitin g knowledge in
order to cover sins, grati fy pride and vain ambition , or to e xercise
control, dominion, or compulsion over people in an y degree of
unri ghteousness (cf. D&C 12 1:37). Pu re knowledge, we are told,
greatl y enlarges the soul, without hypocrisy and without guile
(D&C 12 1:42 ). That is, if the knowledge is pure, we can e xpect to
see an increase of love and empathy, as when Enos first prays fo r
hi mself, then for his famil y, and then for his ene mies. It follows
then, that impure knowledge leads to hypocrisy, impatie nce, and
intolerance, all of which signify a contracting of the sou l (D&C
12 \ :39). This does nOI mean, however, that pure knowledge, sharp
c ri ti cism, and love are always strangers to each mher.
Take note that those who send out the young unprepared, or
who create faulty background expectations for them, have just as
much to answer fo r as those who stand in the great and spacious
buildi ng, zealously or morbid ly pointing out problems. Whether
th ey intend to or not, both camps can lead inn ocent ind ividuals to
fee l shame at cli nging to the iron rod , and to lose their way, and
wander lost in the broad road s. The di sillu sioned got the ir il lu sions somew here . I84
In the lead-off art icle in New ApproacheJ. Anthony Hutch inson claims that " ulti mate ly whether the Book of Mormon is
anc ient reall y does not matter" (p. 16). He is quite wrong here. It
matters for the defin ition of the co mmu nity , and it matte rs for
what we see when we read the Book of Mormon. Whether a person
chooses to adopt a re ligious or an irreligious view or a historicist
or environmental ist view of the Book of Mormon " makes a difference not on ly in one's atlitudcs and beha vior but in the way
309. In contrast 10 thc hesi tancy to disc uss the Gadiamon oaths, notice the
botdness in presenting Korihor's at heistic argumen ts at length in Al ma 30. [n
such cascs, withou t open discussion therc can be no refutat ion and no preparation. In the case of a recipe for kitchen e:'lplosives. you do well to talk about why
such things arc a bad idea. but you do not need to pass along the reci pe.
184 See the lovely story told abou t the Prince Buddha and the consequences
of his having an overprotective fathe r; Campbell. Tile Power of Myfh. 159 - 60.
The Prince finds hb ti rst g1im~ses of age, sickness. and death to be ullerly shat te ring precisely because he had been so protected from them.
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one sees the world. One may notice and value features of individual and corporate li fe that otherw ise might be overlooked."185
Back to my fri end's questi on: How can we know what \\e
know, a nd believe what we bel ieve? If we really comprehend the
funct ion of paradigms, and recogn ize their perpelual inability to
provide perfect certainty and an exact fit to reality, and like wise
the uncertai n and imperfect relati onship between the signs an d
sy mbols of language and the real ities that we must use them to
signify, we must admit the imperfection of our know ledge. Where
does this inescapable uncertainty leave us whe n il comes time to
make decisions about our life commitments? Exact ly where
Mormonism began, and with the example that ensures that
Mormonism continues.
At le ngth I came to the conclusion that I mu st
either remain in darkness and confusion. or else I mu st
do as James directs, that is. ask of God . (Joseph SmithHi story 1:13)

185 Barbour. MYlhs, Model, alld Paradigms. 56.

